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Abstract

This thesis presents a novel Dynamic Gesture Language Recognition (DGLR) system for human-robot and inter-robot communication.

We developed and implemented an experimental setup consisting of a humanoid robot/android able to recognize and execute in real time all the arm gestures of the Dynamic Gesture Language (DGL) in similar way as humans do.

Our DGLR system comprises two main subsystems: an image processing (IP) module and a linguistic recognition system (LRS) module. The IP module enables recognizing individual DGL gestures. In this module, we use the bag-of-features (BOFs) and a local part model approach for dynamic gesture recognition from images. Dynamic gesture classification is conducted using the BOFs and nonlinear support-vector-machine (SVM) methods. The multiscale local part model preserves the temporal context.

The IP module was tested using two databases, one consisting of images of a human performing a series of dynamic arm gestures under different environmental conditions and a second database consisting of images of an android performing the same series of arm gestures.

The linguistic recognition system (LRS) module uses a novel formal grammar approach to accept DGL-wise valid sequences of dynamic gestures and reject invalid ones. LRS consists of two subsystems: one using a Linear Formal Grammar (LFG) to derive the valid sequence of dynamic gestures and another using a Stochastic Linear Formal Grammar (SLFG) to occasionally recover gestures that were unrecognized by the IP module. Experimental results have shown that the DGLR system had a slightly better overall performance when recognizing gestures made by a human subject (98.92% recognition rate) than those made by the android (97.42% recognition rate).
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1.1. Concepts and Context

Arm gestures are a collection of movements of the hand, forearm, elbow and upper arm. They are distinct from the static hand signs made using special hand finger configurations as for instance those used in the American Sign Language (ASL). This concept will be used throughout this thesis.

Arm gestures represent a powerful natural communication modality between humans, providing a major information transfer channel in our everyday life, transcending language barriers. Hand signs and dynamic arm gestures are an easy to use non-verbal communication modality of humans with other humans and even with some animals. For example, sign languages have already been used extensively among speech or hear-disabled people. Even people who can speak and hear also use many kinds of arm gestures and hand signs to help their communication in audio noisy environments or too far away for hearing applications (e.g. on board of ships or aircraft carriers).

More recently, arm gesturing also became a major communication modality for human-computer interaction (HCI). Dynamic gesture communication is a very natural and human-like mode of communication with computers, which complements the static hand signs. As a result of arm being able to move in any direction and to bend to almost any angle in all coordinates, dynamic arm gesturing adds a new dynamic dimension complementing the static hand gestures are limited to significantly less meaning set of hand postures.

Visual arm movement recognition is done in both spatial and temporal domains. It requires high accuracy in terms of recognition and time, as well as level of perfection against a cluttered background, variable light condition and variable distance.

Visual recognition of dynamic arm gestures has recently been adopted by a number of applications, like smart homes, video surveillance, human-robot communication in smart homes, healthcare and eldercare applications.
1.2. Motivation

Recent years have produced a remarkable growth in the development of new interfaces for human-computer interaction (HCI). These techniques are offering more convenient human-centric communication modalities that make human-computer communication more natural and intuitive, as illustrated in Figure 1, [1] [2] [3].

![Figure 1](image)

**Figure 1** Human-centric HCIs for virtual environment applications [1]

In particular, dynamic arm gesture interfaces are beginning to attract the attention of developers as they provide a powerful addition to the static hand signs, such as the already well established American Sign Language (ASL) and Japanese Sign Language (JSL), in many fields of activities where humans and intelligent humanoid robots (a.k.a androids), are working together, such as in manufacturing, industrial maintenance operations, disaster-management interventions, healthcare, or humanitarian missions [4] [5] [6] [7]. These intelligent androids should be more responsive to human behavior and
also be able to learn from experience and by observing how humans behave, communicate and perform different tasks.

A new generation of humanoid robots is currently under development in order to help older adults “age in place,” improve their quality of-life and reduce healthcare expenditures by allowing these people to live independently in their own household for a longer time, fulfilling their desire for longer autonomy and independence.

As arm gesturing is one of the basic natural, instinctive communication modality for humans, it is naturally to expect that it would also be adopted by these androids. Gesture communication ability would complement other bi-directional robot-human communication modalities such as the verbal and face-expression recognition, allowing androids to more naturally mingle and interact with humans and other humanoid robots (androids) while they are all cursorily interacting in normal household activities, as illustrated in Figure 2.

**Figure 2** Visual recognition of gestures made by androids communicating with humans and other androids.
### 1.3. Objective and Approach

The main objective of this thesis is the development of an efficient dynamic gesture language (DGL) that both androids (humanoid robot) and humans can comfortably use. In order to do this we will need to solve the following two major problems:

(i) Find a set of meaningful dynamic arm gestures that robots can adequately perform in a human-like fashion;

(ii) Develop robust computer vision methods to allow robots to recognize the dynamic arm gestures made by other robots as well as by humans, and to understand the meaning of the Dynamic Gesture Language (DGL) expressions defined by sequences of valid recognized gestures.

A dynamic arm gesture communication system between robots and humans should be human friendly and capable of integration with other human-centric HCI’S such as the already well established static hand sign languages (e.g. ASL), or the body-language and face-expression recognition interfaces.

Dynamic arm gesture recognition is a challenging task in computer vision. It has to be computer-efficient, should be accurate and robust in order to consistently recognize the correct dynamic gestures. Dynamic gesture recognition is even more challenging a task when the background is cluttered or when occlusion occurs. In this thesis, we are mainly concerned with the development of a robust dynamic arm gesture recognition system that can adequately perform under visually challenging settings.

These challenging settings bring a higher degree of uncertainty in most classification systems. A number of gestures organized classes in an n-dimensional feature space can be used as a basis to recognize new gestures if these new inputs are within a certain range of similarity. Figure 3 shows the two dimensional (2D) case, where the each white instance is classified according to its closest cluster. In order to improve the recognition performance, a dynamic gesture language recognition (DGLR) system must be able to categorize efficiently noisy gestures, represented by the yellow dot in the Figure 3.

There are a number of computer vision recognition techniques used by researchers but recently bag-of-feature (BOF) became very popular for action recognition due to its simplicity and good performance. Regardless of its limitations due to its ability to take care...
of only unordered features, it became very popular for many object classification tasks. Because of its discriminative power we use the BOF method and the nonlinear “support vector machine (SVM)” classification technique for the dynamic gesture recognition from video data.

![Gesture recognition in feature space.](image)

**Figure 3** Gesture recognition in feature space.

We will extend Shi et al.’s [8] work, which was originally used for human action recognition. Similarly some research approaches include a *bag-of-feature* (BOF) approach that is applied to document analysis. It has been found that this approach proves to function well in controlled settings and simple backgrounds. Most of the time, it uses global representation and performs background subtraction, object tracking and skin detection. The main focus is to keep global and local representation information, and to keep track of the order of local events for dynamic gesture recognition. We chose the BOF approach as it will contribute to the robustness of our system by eliminating the need to perform arm tracking and background subtraction tasks. This technique also allows for more of a
freedom of making meaningful dynamic gestures which includes combination of hand, fingers, wrist, elbow, forearm and upper arm.

As our proposed dynamic gesture language (DGL) has a relatively small set of gestural expressions, the grammar that generates these expressions could be a simple regular grammar. This will allow us to employ a grammatical syntactic approach for the recovery of uncertain individual dynamic gestures which were not fully recognized by BOF but only guessed/estimated by the nearest neighbor method. The guessed value/symbol of the uncertainly recovered gesture is validated through a short-term memory parsing algorithm.

A stochastic linear formal grammar will be developed for Dynamic Gesture Language Recognition (DGLR). This will increase the classification accuracy by adding the notion of probabilities and short-term memory to tackle the presence of noisy gestures in DGL sequences. Figure 4 illustrates a sequence of gestures starting with “Go”, transitioning to “Right”, followed by “Left”. At this point the system finds a noisy gesture that cannot be recognized properly by the image processing module. The stochastic linear formal grammar is used to calculate the probabilities P1 and P2 based on the previous gestures and on the corpus generated by production rules of a linear formal grammar.

Figure 4  Gesture recognition using precedents.
While common sign recognition systems use only the visual information in the data, our Dynamic Gesture Language Recognition system will use both the primary visual information and the DGL syntactic information so it will make more informed decisions while performing the classification task.

1.4. Thesis Contributions

This thesis presents a novel Dynamic Gesture Language Recognition (DGLR) system to facilitate the communication among heterogeneous groups including androids as well as humans. The DGLR system comprises two main subsystems: an image processing (IP) module and a linguistic recognition system (LRS) module.

The following summarizes the contributions of the thesis:

- Dynamic arm gesture recognition using bag of features (BOF) and local part model approach. We proposed this method because previous methods (tracking of hand, tracking of fingers, recognition of hand, recognition of fingers, etc.) limit the algorithm to specific parts of the body. In contrast, our approach eliminates the need to track specific body parts and has ability to expand our work from the recognition of one-arm dynamic gestures to both-arms dynamic gestures. This approach allowed us to achieve an overall accuracy of 98.92% in the case of human gestures and 97.42% in the case of android gestures. These are state of the art results as compare to other researcher’s recognition results presented in —Table 8.

- Modular open architecture for dynamic gesture language recognition (DGLR) system including an image processing (IP) module and a linguistic recognition system (LRS) module. This modularity makes the modules separately upgradable, so the improvement of one doesn’t need changing the other, while increasing the overall performance of the system.

- A novel linguistic recognition system (LRS) module that analyzes the sequences of gestures of the gesture language and determines whether or not they are syntactically valid. We developed a novel formal grammar approach to accept valid sequences of the formal language and reject invalid
ones. We consider the dynamic gestures as symbols (words) and construct sentences (sequences of gestures) by the use of a formal grammar that enables the system to understand the dynamic gesture language.

- We developed a consistent testing procedure allowing to measure the gesture recognition accuracy for each of the DGL gestures under different environmental conditions. For each DGL gesture we have 24 scenarios as mentioned in chapter 3. So in total we have 12x24=288 scenarios e.g. for tilted arm, full front arm, vertical arm, good light, bad light, with white background, with cluttered background etc.

- We successfully developed and implemented an experimental set up consisting of a human-sized android able to execute in real time all the DGL dynamic arm gestures in similar way as humans do.

1.5. Limitations

There are some limitations necessary to be mentioned:

- All our work is not based on real time scenarios but on recorded videos. We trained and tested our image processing (IP) module with recorded video clips.
- Our linguistic recognition system (LRS) module may not be as efficient for the more complex sequence.

1.6. Publications Arising from this Thesis

The following publications have arisen from the work presented in this thesis:


• **M. R. Abid**, “**Dynamic Hand Gesture Recognition for Human-Computer and Inter-Robot Interaction**” poster in 8th Edition of Engineering and Computer Science Graduate Poster Competition, Univ. of Ottawa, Canada, March 31, 2015, **Scored Third Position**.
1.7. Thesis Outline

The rest of the thesis is as follows: Chapter 2 presents the background work of gesture recognition approaches. Our main focus is on vision based gesture recognition approaches. Chapter 3 presents first module of the Dynamic Gesture Language Recognition (DGLR) system and also presents our method of local part model and bag-of-feature for dynamic arm gesture recognition. An action recognition framework will be illustrated. The system introduced in this chapter leads to the construction of the Image Processing (IP) module. Chapter 4 discusses the inter-robot communication architecture. Here we discussed about dynamic arm gesture recognition for androids. This will show the robustness of our algorithm and will prove our algorithm accuracy and efficiency in presence of noise. Chapter 5 explains dynamic gesture language recognition using formal grammars. It introduces the Linguistic Recognition System (LRS) module and describes how it improves the accuracy of the overall system (i.e. DGLR). The LRS is the second main module of the DGLR system proposed. Chapter 6 concludes the thesis and puts forth the future work.
Chapter 2. Background

Because of the human arm’s high degree of freedom (DOF), arm gesture recognition is a challenging problem. To better understand the complexity of the arm gestures there are two important aspects that should be considered [14] [15].

**Hand Sign**: a static hand pose with no movement involved and no change in its location.

**Arm Gesture**: a sequence of arm signs connected by continuous palm, fingers, wrist, forearm, elbow or upper arm movements.

Aiming is to produce a more natural human-like way of communication, our thesis will explore new intelligent computer vision methods for arm gesture recognition.

As already mentioned a *hand sign* is defined as a static hand pose, as for instance, making a certain finger arrangement and holding it is considered to be a hand posture. An *arm gesture* is defined as a dynamic arm movement involving one’s fingers, palm, wrist, forearm, elbow or upper arm. An example of an arm gesture is someone waving good bye. Because of its manifoldness applications and its ability to efficiently interact with other machines through HCI, arm gesture recognition systems have recently received more attention. A comprehensive literature review of this field would be an intimidating challenge. Because of the significant amount of publications about the topic, this chapter will be a review of the most representative developments that are pertinent to my thesis research topics.

Most of the research done up to date concentrate on the hand sign recognition using different HCIs, while relatively little was done and published about the dynamic arm gesture recognition for both humans and androids communication. This is the reason for the background information provided in this chapter deals mostly with hand sign systems.
The first research attempts to develop hand sign recognition systems for HCIs have used glove-based devices [16] [17] [18] [19]. However, a glove-based interface requires the user to wear a device that connects to a computer with cumbersome cables. This arrangement lacks ease and the natural, humanoid way of communicating [16]. Figure 5 shows the gloves that have been used for HCI.

![Figure 5](image)

**Figure 5** Gloves used for HCI

In order to collect data from these instrumented gloves [20], computer input devices are physically attached to a user’s hand. These gloves report data values for finger movements; the amount of reported data values depends on the type of glove worn. Depending on the glove type, trackers are attached to the back of the hand or the upper wrist. They collect data on the position and orientation of the hand in three Dimensional (3D) space. These sensor devices are very hectic; in order to collect data, a user must be wearing the gloves. This device restricts the user's freedom of movement. These limitations have spurred research about the use of computer vision to track human movements and to recognize static and dynamic hand signs.

### 2.1. Vision Based Hand Sign Recognition

Vision based hand sign recognition techniques are a more natural human-like way of communicating. This method of recognition/tracking provides a researcher with more DOF; it also does not require the use of gloves. Vision based recognition
systems requires application specific image processing algorithms, programming, and machine learning.

In this technique, a camera is used to capture the data, which includes hand position static postures. Researcher will typically use one camera to capture an image, but may also use more than two cameras, depending on the scenario. Multiple cameras [21] [22] increase the algorithmic complexity of simultaneously dealing with multiple data sources. This mode of recognition can experience a number of challenges, like robust recognition, occlusion handling, variable light conditions and ensuring an appropriate distance between the camera and an object. Researchers find various ways to deal with these challenges. For the better hand-to-camera visibility, Stuman et al. use LEDs (light emitting diodes) [20] on certain points of the hand. Some introduce color gloves [21] [23] [24] for better visibility. While this option lacks the finger bending and moving, a solution was found by replacing solid coloured gloves with colored rings around the finger joints [25]. More recent research has categorized vision based hand sign recognition into the following approaches:

- 3D Hand Model Based Approaches
- Appearance Based Approaches
- Machine Learning Algorithm Based Approaches
- Rule Based Approaches
- Syntactic Approaches
- Local Feature Approaches

2.1.1 3D Model Based Approaches

Three dimensional (3D) hand model based approaches [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] rely on 3D kinematic hand models that have considerable DOF’s, and that try to estimate the hand parameters by comparing the input images and the possible 2D appearance projected by the 3D hand model. Such an approach is ideal for realistic interactions in virtual environments. The 3D hand model based approach provides a rich description that permits a wide class of hand signs. However, since 3D hand models are articulated deformable objects with many DOF’s, a large image
database is required to deal with the entire characteristic shapes under several views. The 3D hand model based approaches search a region in the high dimensional space by using three steps. Initially, the algorithm proposes hypothesis parameters based on prior knowledge, like previously recovered hand configuration and hand dynamics. The algorithm then uses the hypothesis parameters to animate the 3D hand model, it projects the model into a two dimensional (2D) image and then compares it with the input image. The algorithm continues to vary the hypothesis parameters until the projected image matches the observation image and successfully classifies the hand sign [31].

This approach has several disadvantages that have prevented it from real-world use. At each frame, the initial parameters must be close to the solution, or the approach is liable to find a suboptimal solution (i.e. local minima). Secondly, the fitting process is also sensitive to noise (e.g. lens aberrations, sensor noise) in the imaging process. Finally, the approach cannot handle the inevitable self-occlusion of the hand.

2.1.2 Appearance Based Approaches

Appearance based approaches extract the features of the image to model the visual appearance of the hand. The next step is to compare these features with the extracted features from the video frames using a pattern classification module [32] [33]. Figure 6 shows the model of appearance based techniques.

Appearance based approaches centre on the direct registration of hand signs with 2D image features. Skin color is an important image feature to detect a human hand and to recognize postures. However, it is difficult to distinguish the hand with other objects having the same color, such as an arm and a face. Stenger in [34], proposed a method to search for skin coloured regions in the image. This proposed method is highly sensitive to lighting conditions and is based on the pre assumption that an image has no other skin-like objects. This approach has a higher probability to accidentally mix a hand with a face or an arm. Bretzner et al. [35], used scale space color features to recognize hand signs. This method also shows best results only when there is no other skin coloured object present in the image.
In [36], Ng and Ranganath proposed a global shape descriptor to represent different hand shapes. They used Zernik moments and Fourier descriptors as global shape descriptors. The computational cost of most shape descriptors is considerably high, because they are pixel based. Shape based methods also result in higher noise during image segmentation. A cluttered background decreases the performance of the shape based method. Bowden et al. in [37], proposed an approach that provides a high classification rate on minimal training data for sign language recognition. They divided the classification process in two stages. The first classification stage extracts a high level description of hand shape and motion. To achieve this, they used sign linguistics and action descriptions at a conceptual level, which was easy for humans to understand. In the second stage, they modeled the temporal transitions of individual signs using a bank of Markov chains combined with Independent Component Analysis (ICA).

Oka et al. in [38], proposed a method for locating fingertip positions in image frames and measuring fingertips trajectories across image frames. They developed an augmented desk interface, which depends on accurate, real time hand and fingertip tracking to integrate between real objects and associated digital information. Their method can track multiple fingertips by using an infrared

---

**Figure 6** Appearance based approach processing stages

1. Images captured from video file or webcam
2. Feature extraction
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4. Gesture model
5. Recognized gesture
camera under a complex background and variable light conditions. They did not use a color marker or any invasive device for this tracking. Zhang et al. in [39], proposed a vision based interface named a "visual panel," as is shown in Figure 7. The visual panel is based on an ordinary piece of paper and a fingertip pointer as an intuitive input device. The system precisely tracks the panel and the fingertip pointer.

Figure 7  The visual panel system [39]

After the system recognizes “click and drag” actions performed by hand, it can fulfill respective tasks associated with those actions, such as controlling a remote large display. In [40], Malik et al. proposed a plane-based augmented reality system. They made it possible to interact with virtual objects with a fingertip-based recognition system. Figure 8 shows that their system depends on a number of fingertips detected in the image. Single fingertip detection can be assigned with a pointing sign, while multiple fingertip detection can be assigned with a selection sign. Their proposed method completed the detection of fingers through background subtraction and by scanning the binary image for pixels of full intensity.
Yuan et al. in [41], proposed a 2D hand tracking approach. This method extracts trajectories of unambiguous hand locations. They use a novel feature based approach, the foundation of which includes motion residue to detect hand bounded by squares, as shown in Figure 9. They also combined a skin detection approach in color video. A temporal filter employs the Viterbi algorithm to identify consistent hand trajectories. Their experiments show robustness of hand tracking in video sequences of several hundred frames.
Another algorithm, Mean Shift, has been used by number of researchers to characterize an object of interest. It is a simple, iterative procedure that shifts the center of the region of interest to the center of mass (i.e. the average of the data points), as shown in Figure 10. The statistical distributions characterize the object of interest. Comaniciu et al. in [42], presented an approach for non-rigid objects tracked in real time by using mean shift iterations. He successfully found the most probable target position in the current frame. Another researcher, Bradski, in [43], proposed a modified form of a mean shift algorithm, which he named Continuously Adaptive Mean Shift (CAMShift). This approach is specifically designed to perform efficient head and face tracking in a perceptual user interface. This algorithm uses a color probability image frame to find the center and size of the object. A histogram model specific color is used to create probability. The search window is moved and resized by the tracker until its center converges with the center of mass. Some results of the CAMShift based hand tracking are shown in Figure 11. This algorithm performance is compromised when needed to classify different hand postures that might share a similar center of mass.

Figure 10  The mean shift algorithm [42]
Lowe in [44], proposed a method called Scale Invariant Feature Transform (SIFT) was introduced to extract distinctive invariant features from images that can be used to carry out reliable matching between various views of an object or a scene, as shown in Figure 12. The SIFT features utilize scale-space extrema in the difference-of-Gaussian (DoG) function, which convolves with the image as the key points that are invariant to image scaling. By assigning a consistent orientation for every key point that depend on local image features, the key point descriptor can be represented in relation to this rotation. It can thus attain invariance to image rotation, as is shown in Figure 12 for the rotated toy train in the image.

In addition to the invariance against image scaling and rotation, the SIFT features are also partially invariant against changes in lighting conditions and 3D camera viewpoints. In [44], Lowe also described a method for object recognition
using these features. The recognition is achieved by comparing individual features to a database of known objects using a fast nearest-neighbour approach. A Hough transform is then used to discover clusters belonging to a single object, and then verification is executed by using a least-squares solution for consistent pose parameters. This recognition method can robustly recognize objects with cluttered backgrounds and occlusion, and the method can achieve real-time performance for low resolution images.

The object detection algorithm proposed by Viola and Jones in [45] was designed to be real time applications and reliable for many objects in many difficult conditions. This algorithm was originally used for face detection. Viola et al. in their approach used the concept of an integral image. This concept is used to compute a rich set of image features. They also developed feature selection algorithm that is based on the AdaBoost (Adaptive Boost) learning algorithm. This algorithm is a different from regular boosting algorithm, because it can adaptively select the best features at each step and combine a series of weak classifiers into strong classifiers. Limited research [46] [47] [48] has been conducted to extend the method to hand detection and sign recognition.

In [49] [50] [51], researchers used the Principal Component Analysis (PCA) approach for hand detection. The primary linear method for dimensionality reduction is the principal component analysis. It carries out a linear mapping of the information to a lower dimensional space to maximize variance of the information in the low dimensional representation. The correlation matrix of the data is built, and the eigenvectors are calculated. The eigenvectors that are related to the largest eigenvalues (the principal components) will be utilized to reconstruct a large fraction of the variance of the original information. Furthermore, the first few largest eigenvectors can usually be interpreted in terms of the large-scale physical behavior of the system. The original space with dimension of the number of points has been decreased (with information loss, but ideally keeping the most significant variance) to the space spanned by a few eigenvectors.

In [52], Morguet et al. used a Hidden Markov Model (HMM) to find hand signs. This was based on an improved version with the context free keyword
spotting method. Their approach was to use color histograms to segment. They could then easily calculate the sequence of binary images, which contained only hand shapes. All signs were performed by an individual entity. In [53], Wang et al. also used the Hidden Markov Model to recognize dynamic hand signs. They used an AdaBoost algorithm and histograms of gradient orientation (HOG) to detect hands and to record the trajectory of a palm’s center. Later, they did quantization of local and global features and extracted the discrete path vector feature from the sign path. Finally, they classified signs by using the Hidden Markov Model, which lacked performance under different illumination conditions.

In [54], Suk et al. conducted hand sign recognition in a continuous video stream by using the dynamic Bayesian network model. This model has followed different techniques like skin extraction, modeling and motion tracking. To define a cyclic sign network, it advanced sign models for more than one hand sign. It is developed only for continuous sign recognition. The recognition rate for the continuous stream of signs has increased up to 84%, with the precision of 80.77%. David et al. in [55] proposed a dynamic trajectory segmentation approach for dynamic hand sign recognition. The approach used a tensor voting technique to filter and construct a smooth trajectory. It deals with locally linear-trajectories that allow them to make decisions that are firmly based on corresponding modes in radon space. Later, they encoded the entire trajectory through the use of direction sequences. This process helped them define the number of possible signs in a human-computer interaction.

Ramamoorthy et al. in [56], proposed a combination of static shape recognition, by using contour discriminant analysis. Ramamoorthy et al. detected a hand by using a Kalman filter and a Hidden Markov Model to attain temporal characterization. They claim that this system works well in a cluttered background. It also uses skin color detection, for static shape recognition and tracking.
2.1.3 Machine Learning Algorithm Based Approaches

Learning algorithm based approaches stem from the artificial intelligence community. Their common trait is that recognition accuracy can be increased through training. The most common approaches of this method are neural networks, the Hidden Markov Model (HMM) and instance based learning.

Approaches based on this method comprise of two sets: one set is used as a training set and other is used as a testing set. Initially, the training set is used by an automatic classifier for learning the differentiating features of signs. The testing set is later used to test the accuracy of the automatic classifier. The machine learning based method concentrates on optimising either a group of parameter values, with regard to a group of features, or a group of induced rules with regard to a group of attribute-value pairs.

Machine learning based techniques have been successfully used in numerous applications, including in medical diagnosis, internet search engines, bioinformatics, credit card fraud detection, speech recognition, handwritten recognition, stock market analysis and classification of DeoxyriboNucleic Acid (DNA) sequences. The main concept of machine learning is to make the system capable of learning patterns from available information and then to later recognize these patterns.

The first successful machine learning method was the artificial neural networks (ANN), proposed by [57]. ANN method has two main advantages, which are the existence of a well-tested implementation system and a relatively fast classification speed, as compared to training time. Other machine learning approaches also have been used for hand tracking and hand recognition, such as Bayesian networks [58][59][60], AdaBoost [61], decision tree [62][63] and fuzzy models [64][65][66]. Here we discussed some important methods.

Artificial Neural Networks (ANN)

An artificial neural network [70] is an information processing model that is motivated by the biological nervous system, such as the brain, to process information. While the neuron acts as the fundamental functional unit of the brain,
the neural network uses the node as its fundamental unit. The nodes are connected by links, and the links have an associated weight that can act as a storage mechanism. Each node is considered a single computational unit containing two parts. First part is the input function. Its job is to compute the weighted sum of its input values. The second part is the activation function. Its job is to transforms the weighted sum into a final output value.

Neural networks generally have two basic topologies:

- A feed-forward structure
- A recurrent structure

A feed-forward network can be considered a directed acyclic graph, while a recurrent network has an arbitrary topology. The recurrent network has the advantage over a feed-forward network in that it can model systems with state transitions. However, recurrent networks require more complex mathematical descriptions and can exhibit chaotic behavior. There is no restriction on the number of layers in the network in any topology.

These multilayered networks offer more representation power, but have to compromise on the cost of more complex training. There is no communication with the outside world of nodes that comes in between the input and output nodes. These in between nodes also cannot be directly observed from the input or output behavior of the network [67]. There are two types of training in neural networks.

- Supervised learning
- Unsupervised learning

**Supervised learning** trains the network by providing matching input and output patterns. This trains the network in advance and results in the network not learning while it is running. **Unsupervised learning** may also be referred to as self-organization, which trains the network to respond to clusters of patterns within the input. It does not have any advance training. This means that the system must develop its own representation of the input, since no matching output is provided [68]. There are scenarios where we can use combination of both learning strategies, as neither of these are mutually exclusive.
A. R. Varkonyi-Koczy et al. in [69] conducted modeling of hand postures and signs. Later, they developed a recognition system of hand signs to communicate with a smart environment. They used fuzzy neural networks for the recognition of hand signs. Their system was able to recognize a user’s hand sign analyzing the sequence of detected hand postures. They did not recognize dynamic signs. Consequently, they lacked the ability for humanoid interaction in a smart environment.

Neural networks are a useful method for recognizing hand postures and signs. However, they have distinct disadvantages:

- Different configurations of a given network can give very different results, and it is difficult to determine which configuration is best without implementing them.
- The considerable time involved in training the network.
- The entire network must be retrained in order to incorporate a new posture or sign. If the posture/sign set is known beforehand this is not an issue, but if postures and gestures are likely to dynamically change as the system develops, a neural network is probably not appropriate.

**Instance Based Learning**

Instance based learning [71] [72] is another machine learning based approach. With instance based learning, the training data is used as a database with which to classify other instances. An instance is a vector of features of the entity to be classified. For example, during gesture recognition, a feature vector might be the position and orientation of the hand and the bend values for each of the fingers.

Instance based learning methods also have techniques that shows instances as points in Euclidean space. The training phase of the algorithm involves storing a set of representative instances in a list of training examples. For each new record, the Euclidean distance is computed from each instance in training example list and the closest instances to the new instance are returned. The new instance is then classified and added to the training example list, so that training can be continuous.
Instance based learning methods are very simple. However, they do have some disadvantages, such as:

- They require large amount of primary memory as training set increases.
- Response time issues may arise due to a large amount of computation at instance classification time.

Support Vector Machine (SVM)

The support vector machine was developed by Vladimir N. Vapnik [73]. It was later enhanced by Bernhard E. Boser, Isabelle M. Guyon and Vladimir N. Vapnik [74]. It is a set of associated supervised learning techniques applied for classification and regression. SVM constructs a hyperplane or set of hyperplanes in a high or infinite dimensional space, which can be used for classification regression or other tasks. It optimally divides the data into two groups. Intuitively, a good separation is achieved by the hyperplane that has the largest distance to the nearest training data point of any class (functional margin), since in general, the larger the margin, the lower the generalization error of the classifier. Whereas the original problem may be stated in a finite dimensional space, it often happens that the sets to discriminate are not linearly separable in that space. For this reason, it was proposed that the original finite-dimensional space be mapped into a much higher-dimensional space, presumably making the separation easier in that space.

In SVM technique, there is a predictor variable known as attribute and there is a transformed attribute that is applied to identify the hyperplane, known as feature. The task of selecting the most appropriate representation is called as feature selection. A group of features that describe one case is known as vector. The purpose of SVM modeling is to find the optimal hyperplane that divides clusters of vectors in such a way that cases with one class of the target variable are on one side of the plane and cases with the other classes are on the other side of the plane. The vectors near the hyperplane are the support vectors. While SVM were initially proposed as binary classifiers, other methods that deal with a multi-
class problem as a single "all-together" optimization problem exist. However, they are computationally costlier than solving several binary problems [75].

There are number of approaches proposed for the decomposition of the multiclass problem into several binary problems using SVMs as binary classifiers. Kernel SVMs are available in many machine learning toolkits such as Library for support vector machine (LIBSVM) [76]. This library has support for multi-class classification and it uses a one-against-one (OAO) approach for multi-class classification in SVM [77].

For the M-class problems, whereas M being greater than 2, the one against one (OAO) approach creates M(M-1)/2 two-class classifiers, using all the binary pair-wise combinations of the M classes. Each classifier is trained by using the samples of the first class as positive examples and samples of the second class as negative examples. To combine these classifiers, the Max Wins method is used to find the resultant class by selecting the class voted by the majority of the classifiers [78].

2.1.4 Rule Based Approaches

In rule based approaches, one’s sign features are compared to manually encoded rules. If any feature or features during comparison justify the rule, the resulted sign will be provided as output. Cutler et al. in [79] proposed a rule based technique to recognize an action depending on a set of conditions in their view based approach to sign recognition.

Cutler and Mu-Chun respectively in [80] [81] predicates related to low-level features of the motion of the hands are defined for each of the actions under consideration. When a predicate of a sign is satisfied over a fixed number of consecutive frames the sign is returned.

Hassan et al. in [82] proposed a rule based technique for analyze and understand semantically the motion of the trajectories of the human activity. They categorized the detected trajectories according to the distances between their adjacent points. Their proposed system can be used for any point-based tracking system.
Chang et al. in [83] proposed a fuzzy rule base approach in human activity recognition. They used fuzzy rule base for posture sequence processing and recognize action with best matches the posture sequence in the fuzzy rules. Fuzzy rule approach can not only combine temporal sequence information for recognition but also be tolerant to variation of action done by different people.

Zou et al. in [84] used Deterministic Finite State Machine (DFSM) to detect hand motion and then apply rule based techniques for gesture recognition. He defines gestures into two category based on motion linear and arc shaped gestures. A major problem with rule-based approaches is that they rely on the ability of a human to encode rules. In many cases the appropriate rules may not be intuitive especially when dealing with high-dimensional feature sets.

2.1.5 Syntactic Approaches

Computer vision problems that have complex patterns and activities are very hard to be address by statistics approaches. Sometimes, numeric measurements might not be enough to represent the complex structures of these patterns and activities. These situations are well handled by syntactic approaches [85]. The elementary parts used to syntactically describe a complex pattern or an activity are called primitives. There are few principles that need to follow to identify the primitives [86]. These include that:

- The number of primitive types should be small
- The selected primitives must be able to form an appropriate representation of object
- It should be easy to segment the primitive from the image
- Primitives should correspond with significant natural elements of the object structure being described
- It should be easy to recognize primitives using some statistical pattern recognition method.

After the extraction of primitives, a grammar representing a set of rules must be defined so that different patterns and activities can be constructed based on the
extracted primitives. A mathematical model for the grammar's structure can be defined as:

\[ G = [V_t, V_n, P, S] \]

Whereas:

- \( V_t \) is a set of terminals, which are the most primitive symbols in the grammar.
- \( V_n \) is a set of non-terminals, which are symbols composed by a collection of terminals and/or non-terminals. There is a condition that \( V_t \) and \( V_n \) are disjoint alphabets.
- \( P \) is a finite set of production rules, which is a transformation from one sequence of terminals and/or non-terminals to another sequence of terminals and non-terminals.
- \( S \) is a start symbol, which shows where all valid sequences of symbols we want to be able to produce can be derived from.

Figure 13 shows the Chomsky hierarchy of grammars. According to Chomsky, grammars can be divided into four types ordered from general such as unrestricted grammar to specific such as regular grammar [87].

- Unrestricted Grammar: Type 0
- Context-Sensitive Grammar: Type 1
- Context-Free Grammar: Type 2
- Regular Grammar: Type 3

**Unrestricted Grammar: Type 0**
Unrestricted grammar includes all types of grammar. It has no limitation for the substitution rules. It can have any strings on either the left side or the right side of the substitution arrow.

**Context-Sensitive Grammar: Type 1**
The substitution rule of context-sensitive grammars is:

\[ \alpha A \beta \rightarrow \alpha \gamma \beta \]
Where $A$ is a nonterminal, $\alpha$, $\beta$ and $\gamma$ are strings of terminals and nonterminals. $\alpha$ and $\beta$ can be empty strings but $\gamma$ must be nonempty. This substitution rule can be understood as “$A$ can be replaced by $\gamma$ in the context of $\alpha$, $\beta$”.
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**Figure 13**  The Chomsky hierarchy of grammars.

**Context-Free Grammar (CFG): Type 2**

The substitution rule of context-free grammars (CFG) is:

$A \rightarrow \gamma$

Where $A$ is a nonterminal, $\gamma$ is a nonempty string of terminals and nonterminals. This substitution rule limits the left side consisting of only a single nonterminal. The context-free grammar allows the nonterminal $A$ to be replaced by the string $\gamma$ independently of the context where $A$ appears. One example of context free grammars is: $G = (V_N, V_T, P, S)$, where $V_N = \{S, A, B\}$, $V_T = \{a, b\}$, and $P$:

1. $S \rightarrow aB$
2. $S \rightarrow aB$
3. $A \rightarrow aS$
4. $A \rightarrow bAA$
5. $A \rightarrow a$
6. $B \rightarrow bS$
This grammar defines a language $L(G)$, which is the set of strings consisting of an equal number of a’s and b’s such as ab, ba, abba and bbba.

**Regular Grammar: Type 3**

The substitution rule of regular grammars is:

$$A \rightarrow \alpha B \text{ or } A \rightarrow \beta$$

Where $A$ and $B$ are nonterminals, $\alpha$ and $\beta$ are terminals or empty strings. Besides limiting the left side consisting of only a single nonterminal, this substitution rule also restricts the right side: it may be an empty string, or a single terminal symbol, or a single terminal symbol followed by a nonterminal symbol, but nothing else. The languages generated by regular grammars are called regular or finite state languages. One example is: $G = (V_N, V_T, P, S)$, where $V_N = \{S, A\}$, $V_T = \{a, b\}$, and $P$:

- $S \rightarrow aA$
- $A \rightarrow aA$
- $A \rightarrow b$

This grammar defines a language $L(G) = \{a^n b|n = 1, 2, \ldots\}$, which includes strings such as ab, aab, aaaab.

Figure 13 shows that the Chomsky hierarchy is inclusive. That means that every regular grammar is context-free, every context-free grammar belongs to unrestricted grammar. Even though unrestricted grammars are the most inclusive grammar, they are too general to be useful. It cannot be decided whether a specific string is generated by an unrestricted grammar. Unrestricted grammar is more powerful than context-free grammar and regular grammar. However, these two restricted grammars are most often used, because parser for them can be efficiently implemented [88]. The finite state machine is used to recognize all regular languages. For context-free grammar, there are many parsers to recognize the corresponding languages.

Hand et al. [89], proposed a syntactic approach to understand hand signs. They defined a set of signs as terminals of the language. These include some hand
postures like HO for hand open, HF for hand fist and IF for index finger outstretched. They also added multiple hand movement terminals, such as MU, MD for move up and down, ML, MR for move left and right and MT, MA for move towards and away. After the decision of terminals, a set of production rules are defined. Those are:

\[
\text{<Gesture> := = <Pick> | <Point> | <Translate> | <Undo> | <Redo> | <Stop>}
\]

\[
\text{<Pick> := = <ChooseLocation> | <Grab> | <Drag> | <Drop>}
\]

\[
\text{<ChooseLocation> := = TIF-Motion <ChooseLocation>}
\]

\[
\text{<Grab> := = TIFC}
\]

\[
\text{<Drag> := = TIFC-Motion <Drag>}
\]

\[
\text{<Drop> := = TIF}
\]

\[
\text{<Point> := = <MovePoint> | <SelectPoint>}
\]

\[
\text{<MovePoint> := = IF-Motion <MovePoint>}
\]

\[
\text{<SelectPoint> := = TIF}
\]

\[
\text{<Translate> := = FTFO <Direction>}
\]

\[
\text{<Direction> := = ML | MR | MU | MD | MT | MA}
\]

\[
\text{<Undo> := = IMFO MA}
\]

\[
\text{<Redo> := = IMFO MT}
\]

\[
\text{<Stop> := = HF HO}
\]

The above mentioned production rules show that if the user wants to perform a "stop" command, he must make a fist and then release it. In order to drag any object, he must hold the thumb and index finger closed, and continue to move it.

Derpanis et al. [90], proposed an approach to represent complex gestures in terms of their primitive components. They decomposed dynamic gestures into static and dynamic components, in terms of three sets of primitives. Those components are hand shape, location and movement. Their proposed algorithm can recognize gesture movement primitives given data captured with a single video camera. By working with a finite set of primitives, which can be combined in a wide variety of ways, their approach has the potential to deal with a large vocabulary of gestures.
Ryoo and Aggarwal [91], proposed an approach for the automated recognition of complex human activities. They use a context-free grammar based representation scheme to represent composite actions and interactions. The context-free grammar describes complex human activities based on simple actions or movements. Human activities are classified into three categories:

- Atomic action
- Composite action
- Interaction

The system was tested to represent and recognize eight types of interactions: approach, depart, point, shake-hands, hug, punch, kick, and push. The experiments resulted in a high recognition rate to recognize sequences of represented composite actions and interactions.

2.1.6 Local Feature Approaches

Recently, significant research has been conducted in local-spatio temporal features and bag of features (BOF). This approach achieved significant performance. This approach represents gestures with a collection of independent local spatio-temporal regions. The success of such methods can be attributed to their relatively independent representation of events, which has better tolerance to certain conditions in the video, such as illumination, occlusion, deformation and multiple motion.

Laptev et al. in [92], propose the concept of spatial interest points into the spatio-temporal domain and show that the resulting features often reflect interesting events that can be used for a compact representation of video data, as well as for its interpretation. They described an interest point detector that finds local image values in space-time characterized by high variation of the image values in space and non-constant motion in time. They were first to propose a space-time interest point by extending a 2D Harris-Laplace detector. They compute a spatiotemporal second-moment matrix at each spatio-temporal point with different spatial and temporal scales, a separable Gaussian smoothing function and space-time gradients. The authors also apply an optional mechanism...
to select different spatio-temporal scales. The authors showed that video representation by spatio-temporal interest points enables the detection and pose estimation of walking people in the presence of occlusions in a highly cluttered and dynamic background.

Dollar et al. in [93], showed that the direct 3D counterparts to commonly used 2D interest point detectors are inadequate; they describe an alternative. Anchoring off of these interest points, they devised a recognition algorithm based on spatio-temporally windowed data. To produce denser space-time feature points, researchers used a pair of 1D Gabor-filter to convolve with a spatial Gaussian to select local maximal cuboids. Interest points are the local maxima of the response convolution. They proved that the use of cuboid prototype gave rise to an efficient and robust behaviour descriptor.

Recently, Wang et al. are focusing on dense sample points [94] and trajectories [95][96] in order to enhance the performance. Most feature detectors are extended from computationally costly image feature extraction methods. Considering the huge amount of data to be processed, this is very limiting factor. As compared to sparse interest point-representation, dense sampling methods capture most information by sampling every pixel in each scale.

Scovanner et al. [97], proposed a technique of random sampling on video at different times, locations and scales to extract feature points. They created an extension of a 2D SIFT descriptor into a 3D SIFT descriptor to represent spatio temporal patches. Wang et al. in [94], conducted a comparison of some formerly proposed space time features. Their evaluation results show that dense sampling at regular space-time grids outer performs state-of-the-art interest point detectors.

Messing et al. in [96], proposed a method to get feature trajectories using Kanade-Luca-Tomasi (KLT) Tracker. Researchers in this method applied uniform quantization in log polar coordinates to represent feature trajectories with varying length. They used eight bins for direction and five bins for magnitude. Another researcher in [98][99], proposed a method to use fixed length feature trajectories instead of varying length feature trajectories for action classification. They clustered the trajectories from the video by K-means. For each cluster center, an
affine transformation matrix is computed. The final trajectory descriptor contains information about both displacement vectors and elements of the affine transformation matrix for its assigned cluster center.

**Feature Descriptor**

Feature descriptors are vital for the performance of the video recognition. A feature descriptor is computed in a local neighbourhood to capture shape and motion information for each spatio-temporal feature point. Laptev et al. in [100], examined a set of local space-time descriptors for representing and recognizing motion patterns in video. Particularly, they computed and evaluated single and multi-scale higher-order derivatives (local jets), histograms of optical flow (HOF) and histograms of spatio-temporal gradients. Their computation showed that in terms of local position, dependent histograms of either spatio-temporal gradients or optical flow give significantly better results, as compared to global histograms, N-jets or principal component analysis of either histogram of gradient or HOF. They calculated histograms of gradient and HOF for each cell over an M x M x M grid layout. They used PCA to reduce the dimension of features, which are computed by a concatenated optical flow or gradient components of each pixel.

Laptev et al. in [101], proposed an approach for automatically collecting training data for human actions and has shown that this data can be used to train a classifier for action recognition. They combined histograms of oriented spatial gradient (HOG) and HOF to include both local motion and appearance information. Dalal and Triggs in [102], introduced HOG descriptor for human detection. Their method was motivated by the SIFT descriptor. They computed the gradients and dense optical flow and divided each local region into a grid of N x N x M cells. They computed four bin HOG histograms and a five bin HOF histogram for each cell. Later, they concatenated them into the final HOG / HOF descriptor. Their experiments showed that HOG descriptors notably did better than existing feature sets for human detection.

Klaser et al. in [103], proposed a local descriptor, known as histograms of oriented 3D spatio-temporal gradients (HOG3D) descriptor. Researchers built it
on 3D oriented gradients. They also proposed a generic 3D orientation quantization, which is based on regular polyhedrons. The 3D histogram of oriented gradients for the 3D patch is formed by concatenating gradient histogram of all cells. While it is efficient to compute 3D gradients, the orientation quantization with polyhedron for each sub-blocks is relatively expensive to compute.

**Bag-Of-Features (BOF)**

Bag-of-features idea is initially derived from "bag-of-words (BOW)" representation for text classification and document analysis [104] [105] [106] [107] [108] [109]. By extracting representative words in the training set of various sentences, a dictionary is formed. Meaningful sentences are substituted by the frequency of the occurrence of the words in the dictionary which is regarded as a ‘bag’. When a new sentence comes, it can be coded by the dictionary and classified into a specific category by computing its similarity with trained ‘bags’.

Recently, BOF gained considerable popularity in object classification from images and action recognition from video data, because of its simplicity, robustness and good performance. BOF is effectively applied to object and natural scene categorization. It models videos as collections of local spatio-temporal patches. The BOF approach has a spatio-temporal patch, which is represented with one of the feature descriptor as a feature vector. A good feature descriptor or feature vector should have the ability to handle intensity, rotation, scale and affine variations, to some extent. The final step for the BOF approach is to convert vector represented patches into a "codebook". A vocabulary of prototype features are called "visual words" or a "codebook". This is accomplished by applying a clustering algorithm (e.g. K-means) on feature vectors computed from training data. A video is represented as a histogram of occurrences of local features by quantizing the feature vectors to the closest visual word.
Figure 14 shows the different steps of BOF approach. The BOF approach lacks to maintain order of features. It only contains statistics of unordered features from the image sequences and any information of temporal relations or spatial structures is ignored. This can cause a problem when recognizing dynamic motions or dynamic gestures, because the approach is not able to maintain event order, such as an order of gesture start and gesture end. Researchers have applied many different methods to maintain orders. Hamid et al. in [110], proposed an unsupervised method for anomalous detection as overlapping n-grams of actions. n-grams can preserve the temporal order information of events during overlapping. It causes the dimensionality of the space to grow exponentially as n increases.

Laptev et al in [101] extend image representation of spatial pyramid to the spatio-temporal domain. They divide a video into a grid of coarse spatio-temporal cells. The entire video is then represented by the ordered concatenation of the per-cell BOF models. Such ordered concatenation adds to global structural information. A “greedy” approach is used to learn the best combination of overlaid grids and feature types per action class.
2.2. Calibration

Algorithm calibration is a comparison of measuring algorithm against a standard instrument of higher accuracy to detect, correlate, adjust, rectify and document the accuracy of the algorithm being compared. Although the exact procedure may vary from algorithm to algorithm, the calibration process generally involves using the instrument to test samples of one or more known values called “calibrators.” The results are used to establish a relationship between the measurement technique used by the instrument and the known values.

The calibration of an algorithm is checked at several points throughout the calibration range of the algorithm. The calibration range is defined as “the region between the limits within which a quantity is measured, received or transmitted, expressed by stating the lower and upper range values.” The limits are defined by the zero and span values. The zero value is the lower end of the range. Span is defined as the algebraic difference between the upper and lower range values. The calibration range may differ from the instrument / algorithm range, which refers to the capability of the instrument / algorithm. Calibration is required to check the accuracy of algorithm.

Calibration can be used for different tasks like robot calibration [113] [114] [115] [116] [117], camera calibration [111] [112], algorithm calibration etc. Gesture estimation has close relationship with human body move estimation or the pose estimation of articulated objects in general. Human body movement estimation is a more intensive research field. Many algorithms used in gesture tracking have a lot of similarities to algorithms proposed previously for human body move estimation. However, there are also many differences in operation environments and related applications. Our research in this thesis, addressing the problem of dynamic gesture recognition and its calibration. Humans have tendency to repeat gestures every time with variations in time and space. We consider this restriction of humans in our chapter 4 and did calibration of our algorithm. We first created videos with human hand as subject, then test them against all as mentioned parameters and scenarios in chapter 4. Then, we created same number of videos under same conditions with robot hand to verify and calibrate our algorithm as
robot hand has ability of consistency of repeating gestures number of time by using same space and time.

2.3. Gesture Recognition Technologies

Hand sign and more recently arm gesture recognition is one of the major areas of research for the engineers, scientists and bioinformatics. Hand gesture recognition is the natural way of human-robot and inter-robot interaction and today many researchers in the academia and industry are working on different technologies to make interactions more easy, natural and convenient without wearing any extra device. However, human-robot interaction using gestures provides a formidable challenge. For the vision part, the complex and cluttered backgrounds, dynamic lighting conditions and a deformable human hand shape, wrong object extraction can cause a robot/computer to misunderstand the gesture. If the robot/computer is mobile, the gesture recognition system also needs to satisfy other constraints, such as the size of the gesture in the image and adaptation to motion. In addition, to be natural, the robot/computer must be person independent and give feedback in real time.

For hand posture and gesture recognition system different technologies are used for acquiring input data. Various known companies are doing research to produce technologies based on human-computer/robot interaction and gesture recognition. Ford and Intel announced they have been collaborating on a new research initiative that explores new functions for the connected car, such as allowing drivers to remotely view the interior of their car using a smartphone, or a facial recognition system that would allow the owner to gain access and drive their vehicle, according to ZDNet. Named Mobile Interior Imaging, or Project Mobii, the joint research project looks at how interior-facing cameras could be coupled with sensor technology and data.

Juniper Research [118], has for many years tracked leading edge technological developments within the field of mobile and consumer electronic devices. Biometrics and Human Interface Technologies are amongst the latest innovations which they have explored in-depth. This new research explores the
opportunities for the various technologies underpinning gesture-based, touchless and biometric functionalities in the mobile device. Juniper Research argues that while human interface technology will not abandon touch commands entirely, touchless and biometric interfaces will continue to play an increasing role in enhancing user experience and handset security. This analysis singles out touchless screen scrolling, such as Samsung’s Smart Scroll feature and the integration of Touch ID into Apple Pay as examples of growth areas in which these technologies will likely experience more deployments.

Gesture recognition has been described by Biometrics Research Group, Inc. [119] as “the mathematical interpretation of a human motion by a computing device. Gestures can originate from any bodily motion or state but commonly originate from the face or hand”, while touchless sensing technologies enable users to interact with a device without touching it. Touchless sensing can be divided into two broad markets based on the applications, namely touchless sanitary equipment and the touchless biometric market. The touchless sanitary equipment market is segmented by major product categories such as: faucets, soap dispensers, trash cans, hand dryers, paper towel dispenser, and flushes. The touchless biometric market is segmented by different modalities, including: face, iris, voice, and touchless fingerprint biometrics.

Biometrics Research Group, Inc. [119] report that technologies that track gesture movements will play a large role in future mobile applications and devices. According to a recent research, the newest smartphone from Samsung have a gesture tracking feature that will allow its users to scroll right and left a page without having to touch the screen.

Microsoft developed a device name Kinect for gaming purpose. This device has ability for human-computer interaction. Kinect is discussed briefly in the following section.

2.3.1 Microsoft’s Kinect

Kinect is an add-on device, shown in Figure 15, for the Microsoft gaming system that enables users to control games, movies and music with physical motion or
voice commands and without the need for a separate input controller like a joystick or keyboard. The controller-free gaming environment provided by Kinect makes it possible for sensors to process basic gestures, facial characteristics, sounds and even full body motion activities such as jumping and kicking [120] [121] [122].

![Figure 15](image)

**Figure 15** The Kinect device. The z–axis is pointing out of the camera [123]

It employs cameras and microphones to detect and track the motions of a user standing in front of it and permits voice control of games and video content. The Kinect is capable of concurrently tracking up to six players, involving two active users for movement analysis with a feature extraction of 20 joints per user.

Gesture recognition is a fundamental element when developing Kinect-based applications (or any other Natural User Interfaces). Gestures are used for navigation, interaction or data input. The most common gesture examples include waving, sweeping, zooming, joining hands, and much more. Unfortunately, the current Kinect for Windows SDK does not include a gesture-detection mechanism out of the box [124]. Kinect has limitation that user has to repeat same gesture at least three to four times to understand successfully that gesture. It limits its usage
for Dynamic Gesture Language Recognition where one iteration is one word and more than one iterations are that respective number of words. It is still a challenge to employ Kinect for hand gesture recognition because of the low-resolution of the Kinect depth map of only 640×480 pixel.

Kinect has an infrared camera and a PrimeSense sensor to calculate the depth of the object, and an RGB camera to capture frames. The depth images and RGB image of the object could be got simultaneously. This 3D scanner system named Light Coding uses a variant of image-based 3D reconstruction [125].

While Kinect can track a large object such as the human body, it has problems when detecting and recognizing smaller objects such as a complex articulated human hand which occupies a very small region of the image. As a result, the segmentation of the hand is inherently imprecise, and this may considerably affect its recognition [126]. Beside above mentioned limitations, Kinect software permits advanced human body tracking, facial recognition and voice recognition [127].

2.4. Gesture Applications

Gesture recognition systems have been used for large variety applications on different domains as a human friendly type of interaction. Here we discuss some new applications of vision based gesture recognition in recent years. This will give an indication of its prospects in future.

2.4.1 Touch-Based Devices Alternative

Smart phones, touch screen computers, shopping mall touch displays and tablets are types of devices that can take over our everyday life by replacing traditional input devices (mouse, keyboard) by touch to control devices. Currently, these vision based gesture recognition techniques make it possible to give users a touch-free solution.
2.4.2 Sign Language Recognition

Sign language is one of the most promising sub-fields in gesture recognition research. Effective sign language recognition would grant the deaf and hard-of-hearing expanded tools for communicating with both other people and machines. In order to realize this technology, researchers must devise methods to capture and record both individual hand positions and the motions that create them for a constant, fluid, and accurate interpretation of sign language. Since sign language is used for interpreting and explaining a certain subject during a conversation, significant research has been conducted on this subject.

The American Sign Language (ASL) in [128], is recognized as using boundary histogram, MLP neural network and dynamic programming matching. Kouichi and Hotomi in [129], recognized Japanese sign language (JSL) using Recurrent Neural Network. Over time, all manner of machines may come to be operated through natural gestures, making human interaction with their tools and world more dynamic and fluid than ever before in modern times. The implementation of a human-like gesture language is still facing many problems, due to the complexity of gesture recognition, and naturally, there is a high variation in the performance of user gestures, such as their physical features and environmental conditions.

2.4.3 Human-Robot Communication

Human communication with robots through using hand signs and arm gestures has been adopted by many popular robotic applications [130] [131]. Ghobadi et al. in [131], proposed a system that control the robot using hand pose signs. They map the first five mathematical numbers with different commands to perform.

Dr Robot Inc has introduced one of the first-generation commercially successful humanoid robot called “Hawk” [132] shown in Figure 16.
Figure 16  *Hawk* humanoid robot [132]

Figure 17  *InMoov* open-source humanoid robot [133]
Gael Langevin, a French model maker and sculptor, has recently developed the InMoov robot [133], an *open source 3D printed life-size humanoid robot* shown in Figure 17

Replicable on any 3D printer with a 12x12x12cm area, it is conceived as a development platform for universities, laboratories, hobbyist, but first of all for Makers. Its concept, based on sharing and community, gives him the honor to be reproduced for countless projects throughout the world.

Petriu [1], discussed intelligent sensor environments and bio-inspired solutions for intelligent android perception and control for a new generation of humanoid robots (androids) which in order to naturally blend within human society should not only look as humans, but should also behave as much as possible as humans. Human operators and robotic appliances work together as symbionts, each contributing the best of their specific abilities. They proposed the use of common language and an underlying system of shared knowledge and common values for both human-machine and machine-machine communication. Petriu and Whalen in [2], analyzed that human computer-operator is beginning to act as a peripheral device for computers. They are most intelligent and dexterous peripheral device, to be sure, but a peripheral device, nonetheless. It will be a symbiotic human-computer partnership in which each partner will lead in some cases and provide assistance in other cases.

Chen et al. [3] proposed facial expression and gestures modalities for healthcare and smart environment applications in domain of human-computer interaction. The facial expression’s recognition can help physically impaired people to control devices. Facial models can be used to the rehabilitation of people with impairments of facial muscles, and represent a useful tool in psychology in facial recognition and nonverbal communication areas. Application based on their proposed technique allows helping elderly and disabled individuals to live securely in their homes by monitoring their behavior.

Dr. Ivar Mendez says robotic and portable devices represent start of ‘revolution’ in health system [4]. Robots are delivering health-care by different ways in Saskatchewan. They are helping patients in several hospitals and clinics.
in that province. In total, there are eleven medical robots and portable devices serving in Saskatchewan hospitals. Physicians can use smartphones to remotely control a robot and interact via video-link with a patient. Doctor successfully connect diagnostic equipment like stethoscopes, ultrasounds and electrocardiograms to see, touch and hear the patient. They use robots to serve patients and examine them remotely. When a person is seriously injured in any accident, the doctor can tele-stream into the ambulance, see the patient, advise the paramedic and conduct an ultrasound before the ambulance arrives at the hospital. Doctors can perform remotely their morning rounds or supervise a surgery by using robot stationed at hospitals [4].

Unhelkar and Shah [5] aimed to develop a mobile robot which can work alongside humans in automotive assembly lines. They use the Rob@Work-3 as the base platform for development of robotic assistant. This model robot able them to implement their algorithms by using Robot Operating System (ROS). They implemented basic sensing, actuation and safety capabilities in that robot. They faced reliability, usability, and maintainability issues of the robot. Lasota et al. [6] proposed motion planning technique that they call human-aware motion planning. In this technique, they used the prediction of human actions and workspace occupancy. This prediction helped to actively avoid potential motion conflicts that could arise in close-proximity human-robot interaction.

2.4.4 Multimodal Interaction and Virtual Environments

Virtual environments are one of the most popular applications of gesture recognition. Berry [134], proposed a system to control a virtual environment battlefield through the use of gestures. They not only used gestures to navigate, but also to select and move virtual objects in a battlefield.

Gesture recognition complements other communication modalities improving recognition accuracy and making up for one another's recognition mistakes. It is still an active area of research. Lucente et al. [135], have designed a multimodal interface that incorporates a vision-based hand posture and gesture
recognition solution with speech input for a number of different applications including vacation planning and real-estate purchases.

2.4.5 Medical Systems and Assistive Technologies

Gesture recognition has very important role in medical systems and its assistive technologies. It provides the user sterility needed to help avoid the spread of infection. Gestures can be used by doctors and staff to interact with medical instruments. It also helps patients with disabilities as part of their rehabilitation therapy, user adaptability and feedback. In this context, wheelchairs [136] have been enhanced through robotic and intelligent vehicles able to recognize gesture commands.

![Surgeon using gestix to browse medical images](image)

**Figure 18** Surgeon using gestix to browse medical images [138]

In [137], Gratez et al. discussed different ways to integrate gestures with physician-computer interfaces. He illustrated a computer-vision system that allows doctors to carry out standard mouse functions such as pointer movement and button
presses with hand gestures that meet with the “intuitiveness” requirement. In [138], Wachs et al. designed a gesture-tracking machine named Gestix. This machine permits doctors to explore Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI) images in an operating room via a natural interface to meet with both “come as you are” and “intuitiveness”. Its functionality is shown in Figure 18.

2.5. Conclusions

In this chapter, we provided a review of hand sign and arm gesture recognition approaches. The previous research is reviewed from two different dichotomies: the glove based hand posture recognition and vision based hand posture and arm gesture recognition. Our thesis focus is on vision based arm gesture recognition. Appearance based approaches, which have good real time performance, lack the ability to cover different classes of gestures, due to the simpler image features employed. Machine learning based approaches allow to increase the recognition accuracy by training.

Syntactic approaches describe complex patterns and activities with simple sub patterns and elementary parts. Local feature approaches are a significant part of the current era’s topic of research. Local-spatio temporal features and the bag of features approach allow for a relatively independent representation of events, which has a better tolerance to certain conditions in the video, such as illumination, occlusion, deformation and multiple motion.
Chapter 3. Dynamic Arm Gesture Recognition for Human Subjects

Recently, a lot of research on pattern recognition is done using local spatio-temporal (ST) features and bag of features (BOF) which have already demonstrated significant increase in performance. In this approach gestures are represented as a collection of independent local spatio-temporal regions. The success of these methods can be attributed to their relatively independent representation of events which allows for better tolerance to certain conditions in the video scene, such as illumination, occlusion, deformation and multiple motion.

Bag-of-features idea was initially derived from the "bag-of-words (BOW)" representation used for text classification and document analysis [104] [105] [106] [107] [108]. By extracting representative words in the training set of various sentences, a dictionary is formed and a meaningful sentence pattern is defined by the frequency of occurrence of the words in the dictionary, which is regarded as a ‘bag’. When a new sentence comes, it can be coded by the dictionary and classified into a specific category by computing its similarity to trained ‘bags’.

Recently BOF gained great popularity in object classification from images and action recognition from video data due to its simplicity, robustness and good performance. BOF is effectively applied to object and natural scene categorization. It models video as collections of local spatio-temporal patches. In a standard BOF approach, a spatio-temporal patch is represented with one of the feature descriptors as a feature vector. A good feature descriptor or feature vector should have the ability to handle intensity, rotation, scale and affine variations to some extent. The final step for the BOF approach is to convert vector represented patches to "codebook". A vocabulary of prototype features are called "visual vocabulary" or "codebook". It is obtained by applying a clustering algorithm (e.g. K-means++) on feature vectors computed from training data. A video is represented as a histogram
of occurrences of local features by quantizing the feature vectors to the closest visual word.

As previously discussed BOF became very popular for object classification and because of its discriminative power. We are using BOF for gesture recognition on video data. Shi et al. [8], proposed a new approach of a 3-D multiscale parts model, which preserved the orders of events. Their model has a coarse primitive level ST feature, as well as word covering and event-content statistics. Conversely, their model has higher resolution overlapping parts that can incorporate temporal relations. By overlapping neighboring sub patches, they can successfully maintain an order of events. We used this novel approach that is based on hand and forearm movements. This idea enabled us to extend hand gestures to include forearm gestures. This evolution allows for a larger degree of freedom to have a variety of meaningful dynamic gestures based on arm in our dynamic gesture language vocabulary.

Our proposed dynamic gesture language recognition (DGLR) system has a few advantages over the previous systems. First, it is composed of two subsystems, namely the image processing (IP) module and the linguistic recognition system (LRS) module. LRS module will be discussed in chapter 5; this modularity per se gives rise to an override mechanism for misses in classification. Therefore, when there is a miss, there is still hope for that instance to be reclassified correctly. Second, older methods (tracking of hand, tracking of fingers, recognition of hand, recognition of fingers, etc.) limit the algorithm to that particular object recognition (i.e., that specific part of the body), whereas the bag-of-feature (BOF) approach applied in our IP module eliminates the cumbersome need for tracking and enables us to add any parts of the body for communication without having to modify the algorithm. In addition, it achieves state-of-the art performance. The BOF method has the ability to represent videos with statistical information of local features, with no requirements for the detection of humans, body parts or joint locations which is very challenging in uncontrolled realistic videos. DGLR is not only good for static postures, as the previous systems were, but also our choice of the local part model enables DGLR to recognize bare arm dynamic gesture recognition just as good.
Finally, our method also benefits from a linear formal grammar to process a higher level regularity (syntactic constraints) in the gesture language, which could not be accessed by the previous systems. This, in turn, adds to the accuracy of the system, making use of what otherwise would have been tagged as just noise.

The current chapter gives a comprehensive account of the IP module which is first module of DGLR system.

3.1. The Dynamic Arm Gesture Recognition System Architecture Overview

To recognize the dynamic arm gestures, our system has been divided into two stages, which comprise training and testing. Initially, we trained our system by extracting features and then clustering them by k-means++. Later, we classified dynamic arm gestures using a nonlinear SVM.

The arm consist of several pieces that together make it one of the most useful tools of the human body. These parts are upper arm: extending from the shoulder to the elbow, elbow: this is hinged joint allows the arm to swing 180 degrees at full extension, forearm: the forearm is the area between the wrist and the elbow, wrist: located in the upper hand, hand: palm with five fingers. Our selected dynamic gestures are mainly comprise of arm which is combination of upper arm, forearm, wrist, elbow and hand [139].

3.1.1 Overview of the Training Stage

First, we generate a database of dynamic gestures for the training stage. We didn’t find any standard database of dynamic arm gestures on which we can apply our algorithm and compare our algorithm performance with others. So we did a thorough survey on previous researchers work and try to accumulate all possible considered parameters and scenarios in their work all together at one place in our work to make our experimental setup conditions tough and challenging. We consider a set of twelve dynamic gestures, namely the circular, goodbye, rectangular, rotate, triangular, wait, come, go, up, down, right and left gestures.
The *circular gesture* starts from top, goes to the left side, comes down, moves toward the right, and then back to the top to complete one cycle. This gesture is a combination of hand, wrist, elbow, forearm and upper arm motions.

To complete the *goodbye gesture*, one begins with one’s hand positioned from the top-center and moves toward the left side, and then moves back toward the center and then the right side. This gesture as well involves the hand, wrist, elbow and forearm.

The *rectangular gesture* movement starts from upper-right side, moves toward the upper-left side, then toward the lower-left, and then to the lower-right, and then moves back up again to its original upper-right position. It also includes the hand, wrist, forearm, elbow and the upper arm motion.

The *rotation gesture* is like holding a doorknob with one’s fingers and moving along the same axis toward the right and the left directions. This gesture involves the hand, wrist and forearm.

The *triangular gesture* begins from the top-center, moves down-left, then toward down-right, and then moves back to its original top-center to its completion. This gesture is based on a combined motion of a hand, wrist, forearm, elbow and an upper arm.

The *wait gesture* comprises using the wrist to move a hand in a forward and backward motion while the forearm remains static. This gesture is based on hand and wrist.

The *come gesture* starts by keeping the forearm straight down and hand facing front. Move forearm upward by bending elbow until hand and forearm reach complete straight up. This gesture is combination of hand, wrist, elbow and forearm motions.

The *go gesture* starts by keeping the forearm straight up and hand facing front. The forearm moves then downward by bending elbow until hand and forearm reach complete straight down. This gesture also involves combination of hand, wrist, elbow and forearm motions.
To complete the *up gesture*, one begins with one’s hand positioned from middle-center and moves straight upward in same axis. This gesture involve hand, wrist, elbow, forearm and upper arm.

The *down gesture* starts from positioning hand and forearm at top-center. Later move hand straight downward direction until it reach at middle-center in same axis. This gesture also comprise hand, wrist, forearm, elbow and upper arm.

![Figure 19](image)

*Figure 19*  Straight arm, close to camera, bad light, white background
Figure 20  Straight arm, close to camera, bad light, white background
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Circle</th>
<th>Bye</th>
<th>Rectangle</th>
<th>Rotate</th>
<th>Triangle</th>
<th>Wait</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**Figure 21**  Straight arm, close to camera, good light, clutter background
The *left* gesture is like saying to someone by hand and forearm direction to go to left direction. It starts from positioned hand and forearm at middle-right direction. Hand is also pointing towards right direction. Than move hand horizontally from right to middle-left side completely. Hand will also point
towards left direction. This gesture consist of hand, wrist, forearm, elbow and upper arm.

The right gesture is also close to left gesture but in opposite direction. It starts from positioned hand and forearm at middle-left direction. Hand is also pointing towards left direction. Later move hand horizontally from left to right completely. Hand will also point towards right direction. This gesture also include hand, wrist, forearm, elbow and upper arm.

The few gestures scenarios are shown above in Figure 19 to Figure 22.

A total of 24 scenarios have been considered while generating this manual database. These include:

1. Straight Arm, Close to Camera, Good Light, White Background;
2. Straight Arm, Far from Camera, Good Light, White Background;
3. Straight Arm, Close to Camera, Bad Light, White Background;
4. Straight Arm, Far from Camera, Bad Light, White Background;
5. Straight Arm, Close to Camera, Good Light, Cluttered Background;
6. Straight Arm, Far from Camera, Good Light, Cluttered Background;
7. Straight Arm, Close to Camera, Bad Light, Cluttered Background;
8. Straight Arm, Far from Camera, Bad Light, Cluttered Background;
9. Angled Arm, Close to Camera, Good Light, White Background;
10. Angled Arm, Far from Camera, Good Light, White Background;
11. Angled Arm, Close to Camera, Bad Light, White Background;
12. Angled Arm, Far from Camera, Bad Light, White Background;
13. Angled Arm, Close to Camera, Good Light, Cluttered Background;
14. Angled Arm, Far from Camera, Good Light, Cluttered Background;
15. Angled Arm, Close to Camera, Bad Light, Cluttered Background;
16. Angled Arm, Far from Camera, Bad Light, Cluttered Background;
17. Vertical Arm, Close to Camera, Good Light, White Background;
18. Vertical Arm, Far from Camera, Good Light, White Background;
19. Vertical Arm, Close to Camera, Bad Light, White Background;
20. Vertical Arm, Far from Camera, Bad Light, White Background;
21. Vertical Arm, Close to Camera, Good Light, Cluttered Background;
22. Vertical Arm, Far from Camera, Good Light, Cluttered Background;
23. Vertical Arm, Close to Camera, Bad Light, Cluttered Background;
24. Vertical Arm, Far from Camera, Bad Light, Cluttered Background;

The above mentioned sequences cover all of the possible scenarios of a particular gesture in an environment, which thoroughly increases the robustness of the classification and BOFs model.

**Figure 23** Overview of the training stage
In order to compensate for the inherent impossibility for a human to repeat precisely time over time the same gesture, we decided to train the IP module over a larger database of gestures recorded with 40 subjects in different background conditions. For various stages, 30 subjects were considered for the training stage and ten subjects (including the author) were specified for the testing stage. We captured all of the training clips at 640 × 480 pixels, and then reduced them to 160 × 120 pixels. This size reduction of training clips, increased the feature extraction and classification speed. Most importantly, the size reduction of training clips left no effect on the recognition of such features. The training stage model is shown in above Figure 23.

When using the BOF model to extract features from the video sequence we reduced the size of each video clip by down sampling. The dense sampling method was used to extract 3-D local ST patches from the down-sampled new videos at different scales and locations. In [94], Wang et al. demonstrated that dense sampling at regular space-time grids outperformed state-of-the-art interest-point detectors. Similar results have also been observed in [95] [109]. Compared with interest point detectors, dense sampling captures most information by sampling every pixel in each ST scale.

![Figure 24](image)

**Figure 24** Feature defined by root model and overlapping grids of part model
A multiscale scanning window approach was used to represent the video as a set of features that were computed at different scales and positions. This provided coarse root model features, which contain local global information. From each root model, we extracted high-resolution, overlapping part models. These handsomely incorporated the temporal order information by including the local overlapping part of the dynamic gestures, as shown in Figure 24. We used a 50% overlapping ratio, as recommended in [8][12]. Later, a HOG3D descriptor [103] was used to depict the feature from both its root and part models.

Our model consist of a coarse root patch and a group of higher resolution part patches. We calculated histograms of each root and part model using HOG3D, which is based on a 3-D oriented gradient [102][140]. HOG3D descriptors can be computed using an integral video method, which is the way to compute spatial-temporal gradient histograms. If we only used local ST features, then the order of dynamic arm gestures would be lost. We overcame this by concatenating histograms of both root and all part models. This maintained the order of dynamic arm gestures. Local ST Features have been represented by concatenated histograms. These extracted features are quantized in visual words. Frequencies of these visual words were measured for classification. Visual vocabulary was created using dense sampling of dynamic gesture training videos; HOG3D was specifically used for vocabulary representation.

Clustering divides a group into subgroups, called clusters, so that elements in the same cluster are similar in some sense. It is implemented using an unsupervised learning algorithm and an ordinary method for statistical data analysis applied in several fields, such as machine learning, pattern recognition, image analysis, data mining, and bioinformatics. The number of the clusters (the codebook size) depends on the structure of the data. There will be a sort of compromise for how to choose vocabulary size or number of clusters. If it is too small, then each bag-of-words vector will not represent all the key points extracted from its related image. If it is too large, then there will be over fitting because of insufficient samples of the key points extracted from the training image.
We applied the k-means++ [141] method to cluster the features. This approach helped to choose random starting centers with very specific probabilities. It proved to be a fast way of sampling. In this process, each feature of the dynamic gesture clips was assigned to the closest Euclidean distance from the vocabulary. Histograms were created to represent the sequence of videos.

The support vector machine (SVM) method [142], is a new and promising classification technique. SVM has shown strong generalization ability in a number of application areas. It maps the training data into a higher dimensional feature space. A hyperplane is then constructed in this feature space that bisects the two categories and maximizes the margin of separation between itself and those points lying nearest to it. The non-linear SVM maps the input into a high-dimensional feature space by using non-linear mapping and then the linear hyperplane can be found in feature space.

We used a nonlinear SVM with RBF (radial basis function) kernel for classification and the library for SVMs [76]. Data scaling was completed on all testing and training data.

### 3.1.2 Overview of the Testing Stage

The testing stage used the same previously mentioned 24 scenarios that were created by the ten subjects. We generated another testing database using the same twelve dynamic gestures. All of the testing clips were captured at 640 × 480 pixels and then reduced to 160 × 120 pixels. The parameters values used for sampling and HOG3D were the same as in [8][12]. The approach was followed with the extraction of the root and part model through the use of dense sampling and the HOG3D descriptor. These extracted features were quantized in visual words. Our local part model integrated the temporal order information by including local overlapping events. The integration provided more discriminative power for dynamic gesture recognition. The approach used the concatenated root model and part model histograms to maintain the order of the local events for dynamic arm gesture recognition.
We used k-means++ to conduct clustering of the visual words from the visual vocabulary. This clustering technique chooses randomly located centroids (points in space that represent the center of the cluster), and it assigns every key point to the nearest centroid. Later, centroids are moved to the average positions of all assigned key points and the assignments are redone. This process is completed when the assignments stop changing. We used a randomized seeding technique that allows initializing k-means by choosing arbitrary starting centers with very specific probabilities. The technique attempted to minimize the average squared distance between points in the same cluster.

Later, the approach applies the BOF and nonlinear SVM approach for classification. It assigns different values to the codebook (visual vocabulary). We conducted experiments with different codebook size values, including 1000, 2000, 3000, 4000, and 5000 words. We chose to use increments of 1000s to demonstrate significant results; minor changes like 1002 would not significantly influence the result. The ideal value for a codebook size is 4000 words. We may achieve a little percentage of recognition by increasing the codebook size. Our experiments shows that increasing the size after 4000 is not resulting in a significant improvement. The increments in recognition rate and precision of results is ideal for increments between 1000 and 4000.

These calculated increments allow to obtain a 97.22% aggregated result of gesture recognition with twelve gestures and 24 scenarios, as mentioned in —Table 1. —Table 1 shows total 12 dynamic arm gestures that we consider for recognition. For each gesture, we recorded 240 video clips and —Table 1 results also show the number of incorrect recognition. Last column of table shows correct recognition percentage of dynamic gestures respectively. Each gesture has been thoroughly tested in numerous scale, rotation, illumination, and background settings.

In our experiments, we choose parameter settings to make it computationally tractable, mainly by limiting the vector size of visual words. The optimal parameter settings are: codebook size=4000; minimal patch size=12 , 6; total sampling scales 8x8x3; number of histogram cells 2x2x2; polyhedron type dodecahedron (12); and number of parts per “root” model 2x2x2. The dimension
for “root” model is $2 \times 2 \times 2 \times 12 = 96$. The vector size of a feature is $96 \times (1(\text{root}) + 8(\text{parts})) = 864$. We conducted experiments with different values, but we concluded that parameter values suggested by [8][12] are the best combination.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Gestures</th>
<th>Correct recognition out of 240</th>
<th>Incorrect recognition out of 240</th>
<th>Correct recognition%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Circular</td>
<td>233</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>97.08%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Goodbye</td>
<td>234</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>97.50%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rectangular</td>
<td>230</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>95.83%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rotate</td>
<td>229</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>95.42%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Triangular</td>
<td>237</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>98.75%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wait</td>
<td>235</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>97.92%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Left</td>
<td>233</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>97.08%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Right</td>
<td>232</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>96.67%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Up</td>
<td>236</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>98.33%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Down</td>
<td>238</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>99.17%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Come</td>
<td>231</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>96.25%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Go</td>
<td>232</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>96.67%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td><strong>2800</strong></td>
<td><strong>80</strong></td>
<td><strong>97.22%</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 3.2. Calibration of Image Processing (IP) Module

Our IP module is able to categorize dynamic gestures with good accuracy. For instance, it can recognize that a triangular gesture is not a circular one and vice versa. However, we are also interested to know if it could reject dynamic gestures that did not belong to any of the trained categories. Furthermore, we wanted to make sure our system did not wrongly categorize some gesture with only partial characteristics of a gesture class. For example, half a circle is not a circle. Consequently, we conducted a calibration test as follows.
We also checked our algorithm accuracy by deliberately creating noise in simulation videos.

We created a new database by recording videos of a human arm with combinations of one iteration of one gesture and a half iteration of another gesture and checked our system recognition rate against both gestures. For example, we recorded one video with one iteration of a bye gesture and a half iteration of a circle gesture and checked it against both bye and circle gestures. Results are shown in Table 2. These videos were made by considering the same parameters discussed in [12]. The gestures were captured to .avi video format using H.263 video codec. Each video displayed gestures at a resolution of 640 × 480 pixels, which were then reduced to 160 × 120 pixels at 30 frames/s. Each dynamic gesture was recorded multiple times with the same parameters as mentioned in [12][142].

We checked all combinations of dynamic gestures. Few samples of video results are shown in Table 2. These results led us to the successful implementation of the grammar and formal language of our dynamic gesture language; below we mention why in more detail.

Prior to the test reported in Table 2, we had also created a test set of dynamic arm gestures with solely one iteration of each gesture to see if only one iteration of a dynamic gesture was recognizable by our system. All of our results were successful.

Aside from testing in noisy environments, the tests conducted in this section were important for two practical reasons. Firstly, we wanted the convenience of command cancellation, like for instance, if a human initiated a command, but canceled it halfway through by not completing the gesture (e.g., because he figures it is an invalid command). Secondly, it is vital for the IP module to have accurate information to train its system on. Therefore, we cannot allow canceled cases/noise to be fed in.
Table 2  Dynamic gestures with noise and their results

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dynamic gestures with noise</th>
<th>Checked against the gesture</th>
<th>Result</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Half circle and complete bye</td>
<td>Bye</td>
<td>Pass</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Half circle and complete bye</td>
<td>Circle</td>
<td>Fail</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Complete bye and half circle</td>
<td>Bye</td>
<td>Pass</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Complete bye and half circle</td>
<td>Circle</td>
<td>Fail</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Half rectangle and complete triangle</td>
<td>Triangle</td>
<td>Pass</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Half rectangle and complete triangle</td>
<td>Rectangle</td>
<td>Fail</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Complete triangle and half rectangle</td>
<td>Triangle</td>
<td>Pass</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Complete triangle and half rectangle</td>
<td>Rectangle</td>
<td>Fail</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Half circle and complete rectangle</td>
<td>Circle</td>
<td>Fail</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Half circle and complete rectangle</td>
<td>Rectangle</td>
<td>Pass</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Complete rectangle and half circle</td>
<td>Circle</td>
<td>Fail</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Complete rectangle and half circle</td>
<td>Rectangle</td>
<td>Pass</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.3. Conclusions

The human-robot communication system presented in this chapter applied a novel method to recognize dynamic arm gestures, and achieved state-of-the-art performance. The robust IP module recognizes the dynamic arm gestures, which are our “visual words”, as accurately as 97.22 % by applying a novel technique for the task.

We used a database of twelve dynamic gestures to train in a robust way our IP module. A total of 24 scenarios have been considered while generating this database. These 24 scenarios are based on a combination of diverse environmental conditions which are: good light, bad light, white background, clutter background, close to camera, far from camera, straight arm, angled arm and vertical arm. Some of our gestures resemble to each other and some are very different in term of use.
of the space and position of arm. Our IP module demonstrated good robustness while recognizing the set of twelve gestures.

The IP module uses a new strategy to recognize dynamic bare arm gestures from a video stream that was never applied to this domain before. This approach helps to maintain the sequence of events. Our experiments show that this combination of techniques achieves a satisfactory performance under variable scale, orientation, background, and illumination conditions.
Chapter 4. Dynamic Arm Gesture Recognition for Androids

4.1. System Architecture Overview of Inter-Robot Communication

Inter-robot dynamic arm gesture recognition is a novel development in the new e-Society paradigm. It is expected that the inter-robot and human-robot communication systems use same gestures, so both may be part of a larger common communication modality.

As discussed our DGLR system should offer a solution for this human-like android communication modality.

The arm gestures performed by android correspond to the set of human arm gestures for which the IP algorithm described in previous chapter was trained. It may be worth mentioning that the specific environmental conditions in which an android is expected to perform are actually less stringent then the much tougher conditions under which the IP module was trained and tested.

In section 4.1.1, we will briefly discuss about dynamic arm gestures performed by android and section 4.1.2 will put light on recognition detail of dynamic arm gestures perform by robot. Here in this section we will also give information of performing same gestures by human as subject in same environment to see the comparisons of performance of dynamic gesture recognition algorithm for both subjects (human and robot).

4.1.1 Robotic Arm Gesture Control

We used a first generation humanoid “Hawk” robot, H20 series, manufactured by Dr Robot Inc. [132] shown in Figure 25.
The arm of this robot is able to perform many human like gestures. The set of gestures that were programmed included “circular”, “goodbye”, “rectangular”, “rotate”, “triangular”, “wait”, “up”, “down”, “left”, “right”, “come” and “go”. The “rectangular” and “triangular” gestures were broken down into sequential sets of discrete linear motions while the “circular”, “goodbye”, “rotate”, “wait”, “up”, “down”, “left”, “right”, “come” and “go” gestures were simulated using continuous motions.

The “rectangular” gesture consisted of four distinct linear motions of the arm beginning in the top right of the video frame and shaping a rectangle. During the entire gesture, the palm faced the camera and the fingers were extended. The “triangular” gesture differed only in shape from the rectangular gesture.
The “circular” gesture was created parametrically using continuous orthogonal sinusoidal velocities in the plane parallel to the palm. Similarly to rectangular and triangular gesture, the palm faced the camera and fingers were extended during video capture.

The “goodbye”, “wait” and “rotate” gestures were created by rotating the forearm and the palm in a continuous sinusoidal motion. The “rotate” gesture had a clasped hand while the “goodbye” and “wait” gestures had an open hand.

The “up” gesture starts with an open palm facing the camera with the fingers upwards at the altitude of the torso, and the arm moves straight up and finally stops when passed the head’s height. The “down” gesture is the same as the “up” gesture except for the arm movement which is the reverse in direction. It starts from the top and moves downwards and stops at the altitude of the torso.

The initial point of the “left” gesture is the position of the hand when the right forearm and upper arm stretch towards the right side of the body with the palm open and facing the camera and the fingers towards the right. The arm moves to the left in the same horizontal plane and rotates counter-clockwise meanwhile until it reaches the left side of the body. The position of the fingers is upwards in the middle and leftward in the end of the motion. In this transition from right to left, the palm constantly faces the camera.

The “right” gesture is the reverse of the “left” gesture. It starts from the end state of the “left” gesture and moves back its original start point. It is performed with the same arm (i.e. the right arm) and the rotation is clock-wise.

The “come” gesture starts by keeping the forearm and upper arm straight down and palm facing the camera and fingers pointing downwards. The forearm and hand move upward by bending elbow all the way up, resulting in fingers pointing upwards and the back of the hand facing the camera.

The “go” gesture starts by keeping forearm straight up with bent elbow, and palm facing the camera with fingers pointing upwards. The forearm moves downward by unfolding elbow all the way down until the forearm is straight down and the fingers point downwards and back of the hand facing the camera. Figure 26 to Figure 28 show the unified modelling language (UML) sequence diagrams.
for some above mentioned dynamic gestures. Remaining UML diagrams are in Appendix A.

**Figure 26** UML sequence diagram for “left” gesture
**Figure 27** UML sequence diagram for “right” gesture

**Figure 28** UML sequence diagram for “up” gesture
4.1.2 Robot Arm Gesture Recognition

When humans perform dynamic gestures, it is not practically possible for them to repeat the same gesture by using the same speed, space and arm orientation. Whereas, a robot has the ability to perform the same gesture consistently every time, with the same speed, space and orientation of arm.

As discussed in previous section, we made a new database of videos of a human as a subject and a robot, developed in our DISCOVER lab, as subject. Both types of videos (i.e. human and robot) are created with the same scenarios and conditions. We consider the same conditions as mentioned in chapter 3 for human-robot communication. These conditions are straight arm, angled arm, vertical arm, good light, bad light, close to camera, far from camera, white background and clutter background. We used 24 scenarios based on just mentioned conditions. We consider the same number of previously described dynamic gestures (12 gestures) namely: “circular”, “goodbye”, “rectangular”, “rotate”, “triangular”, “wait”, “up”, “down”, “left”, “right”, “come” and “go” gestures. A few gestures scenarios are shown in Figure 29 to Figure 32.

Positional and movement descriptions of these dynamic gestures are the same as discussed in Chapter 3 and as shown in UML sequence diagrams. All captured video clips had a resolution of 640 x 480 pixels, and were then reduced to 160 x 120 pixels. We applied our IP module to recognize the dynamic gestures of both human and robot videos. For each subject, robot and human, we recorded 288 clips for testing.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Circle</th>
<th>Bye</th>
<th>Rectangle</th>
<th>Rotate</th>
<th>Triangle</th>
<th>Wait</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

*Figure 29*  Straight arm, close to camera, good light, white background
Figure 30  Straight arm, close to camera, good light, white background
Figure 31  Straight arm, close to camera, bad light, clutter background
Figure 32  Straight arm, close to camera, bad light, clutter background
The underlying building blocks for our models are local spatio-temporal volume patches, which can be extracted by dense sampling at different scales and locations. Our model consists of coarse root patch and a group of higher resolution part patches. We created the histograms of root patch and all part patches, concatenated all patches to create histogram representation of a local ST feature. Both the coarse root patch and higher resolution part patches are described by HOG3D descriptor. In our experiment, neighbouring sub-patches are 50% overlapped. We concatenated histograms of both root and all part models. This maintained the order of dynamic arm gestures. Local ST Features have been represented by concatenated histograms to keep the order of the event. These extracted features are quantized in visual words. Frequencies of these visual words were measured for classification. Visual vocabulary was created using dense sampling of dynamic gesture training videos.

We applied the k-means++ [141] method to cluster the features. This approach helped to choose random starting centers with very specific probabilities. It proved to be a fast way of sampling. In this process, each feature of the dynamic gesture clips was assigned to the closest Euclidean distance from the vocabulary. Histograms were created to represent the sequence of videos.

We used the BOF and nonlinear SVM with RBF (radial basis function) kernel for classification. We conducted experiments with 4000 visual words size of codebook. As our tests shown in IP module that these number of visual words give good results as compare with 1000, 2000, 3000 and 5000 till 10000 visual words size of codebook. Data scaling was completed on all testing data. Table 3 shows the results of our new database of dynamic arm gestures.

**Table 3**  Performance of gesture recognition of human and robot arm

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dynamic gesture subject</th>
<th>Correct recognition out of 288</th>
<th>Incorrect recognition out of 288</th>
<th>Correct recognition %</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Human</td>
<td>280</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>97.22%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Android</td>
<td>269</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>93.40%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Results shown in Table 3 are very satisfactory for inter-robot communication by using our proposed IP module. Robot arm gestures resulted less percentage of recognition rate as compare to human arm gestures. It is because of experimental robot restricted DOF as compare to human arm.

Our research contributes to a larger effort to develop efficient practical solutions allowing humanoid robots to understand the gestures performed by humans as well as by other humanoid-robots, and also to provide the humanoid-robots with the ability to communicate in a human-like way with both humans and humanoid robots.

This will contribute to improve the teamwork quality of humanoid robots and humans in various domains like industry, public sector and consumer market and enable a new era for robots to serve in human society. Making possible for humanoid robots to understand human dynamic gestures will help humans to enjoy an independent life.

Elder care is one of big markets for humanoid robots as our society is facing a big challenge in the long term elder care sector due to lack of trained health care staff. At this stage of research, it still may look hard to accept that robots can replace human care givers.

In the same way humanoid robots able to work together with humans could contribute in the challenging environment of manufacturing industry or on mission-critical applications such as cleaning ecological disaster areas.

### 4.2. Conclusions

This chapter describes an original android arm dynamic gesture recognition system which we developed for inter-robot communication.

The experimental testbed allows to generate consistently repeatable robot arm gestures. We created a new database of dynamic gestures performed by the android. Our experiments showed that the recognition rate for the android subject was 93.40%, slightly less than the 97.22% for human subjects. In our opinion this is due to more mechanical constraints and less DOF of the android’s arm.
Chapter 5. Dynamic Gesture Language Recognition Using Formal Grammars

Arm gesture recognition is one of the most commonly used communication modality in human-to-human and in human–robot communication. The dynamic arm gesture communication is a more powerful mode of communication with robots, as compared with static hand gestures. This is due to the fact that arm in the dynamic mode is allowed to move in any direction, and bend toward any angle in all accessible coordinates. In contrast, static hand gesture communication is constrained to a more limited set of possible postures.

Currently, dynamic arm gestures have been adopted by a number of applications, including smart home, video surveillance, and long-term healthcare environment applications. All of these applications require maximum recognition rate and maximum performance against the time and a cluttered background. We discussed in Chapter 4 about dynamic arm gesture recognition performed by humanoid robot which is developed in our laboratory at the University of Ottawa.

The Dynamic Gesture Language Recognition (DGLR) system which we propose comprises of two subsystems: an Image Processing (IP) module, and a Linguistic Recognition System (LRS) module. LRS has further two subsystems: derivation grammar which is based on Linear Formal Grammar (LFG) module, to derive the valid sequence of dynamic gestures and other is parsing grammar which is based on Stochastic Linear Formal Grammar (SLFG) module, to predict the unrecognizable gesture by IP module. This chapter discusses our DGLR system and covers the details of the LRS module and completes our introduction to the DGLR system.

The LRS module analyzes the sentences (i.e., sequences of gestures) of the dynamic arm gesture language and determines whether or not they are syntactically valid. Therefore, the DGLR system is not only able to rule out ungrammatical
sentences, but it can also make predictions about missing gestures, which, in turn, can increase the accuracy of our recognition task.

Our DGLR system has a number of advantages over the previous systems. First, it has a modular structure (consisting of two modules IP and LRS) which allows for an override mechanism for misses in classification. Therefore, when there is a miss, there is still hope for that data point to be reclassified correctly. Second, older methods, based on tracking of hand, tracking of fingers, recognition of hand, recognition of fingers, etc., limit the performance to that particular part of the body, whereas the BOF approach applied in our IP module eliminates the cumbersome need for tracking and enables us to add any parts of the body for communication without having to modify the algorithm. In addition, it achieves state-of-the-art performance. Our choice of the local part model enables DGLR to recognize bare arm dynamic gesture recognition. Finally, our method also benefits from a LRS module to process a higher level regularity (syntactic constraints) in the dynamic gesture language (DGL), which could not be accessed by the previous systems. This, in turn, adds to the accuracy of the system, making use of what otherwise would have been tagged as just noise.

Every language, natural or artificial, has words and sentences. Therefore, any sign language recognition system must be able to recognize both words and sentences. In a dynamic gesture language, dynamic gestures are the words. Sequences of these dynamic gestures are sentences of the language. The ultimate object of the derivation is a sentence of the language. We therefore defined a formal language to represent these sentences. We developed formal grammar to accept valid formal language sequences and reject invalid ones. We trained a SLFG that overrides system failure in cases where the gesture is: 1) unrecognizable and 2) recognizable, but rejected by the grammar as invalid. Logically, this goal cannot be achieved with a bare IP module.

5.1. **Linguistic Recognition System**

During the phase of any type of communication, whether artificial or natural, the information flow might be distorted, which will lead to a communication failure.
This phenomenon is often conceived to be the result of unprecedented noise in the channel, and is therefore inevitable. Hence, for any pattern recognition system that is aimed to be designated online, a noise handling strategy proves to be vital. In addition to the existing noise in the channel, the flow of information from source to target might be intentionally discontinued or disrupted due to various motives that include but are not bound to the following:

i. The sender decides the missing bits are inferable and therefore avoids explicitly sending them. Here, the information flow is distorted intentionally.

ii. The sender is unable to keep the intended information flow to complete the message. Here, the information flow is distorted unintentionally.

No matter how accurate a pattern recognition system works, it cannot classify information that it is not exposed to. To overcome this limitation, we used the following strategy:

a) We first abstracted from the process of deriving dynamic gestures to derive sequences of dynamic gestures. Ultimately we defined a formal language to represent these sequences.

b) We developed formal grammar to accept valid sequences of the formal language and to reject invalid ones.

c) We trained a stochastic linear grammar that overrides system failure in cases where the gesture is unrecognizable, missing, or is present and recognizable, but is rejected by the grammar as invalid.

We mapped our dynamic arm gestures onto the corresponding symbols as shown in Table 4, which in turn can form sentences. It is worth mentioning that there is a distinction between the gesture itself and the command assigned to it.
Table 4  Dynamic arm gestures and the corresponding commands and symbols of the formal language

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dynamic arm gestures</th>
<th>Commands</th>
<th>Symbols</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Wait</td>
<td>Wake up</td>
<td>s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Circular</td>
<td>Open both hands</td>
<td>a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Goodbye</td>
<td>Bye</td>
<td>b</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rectangular</td>
<td>Close both hands</td>
<td>c</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rotate</td>
<td>Raise both arms</td>
<td>d</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Triangular</td>
<td>Lower both arms</td>
<td>e</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Up</td>
<td>Look up</td>
<td>f</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Down</td>
<td>Look down</td>
<td>g</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Left</td>
<td>Move right arm toward left</td>
<td>h</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Right</td>
<td>Move right arm toward right</td>
<td>i</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Come</td>
<td>Raise right arm</td>
<td>j</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Go</td>
<td>Lower right arm</td>
<td>k</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The commands and detail of their corresponding actions are as follows:

1) Wake up: the robot raises his neck, forehead and says hi.
2) Open both hands: the robot angles at approximately 180° between thumbs and fingers.
3) Bye: the robot lowers his neck, forehead and says bye. This keyword puts the robot in a state of rest.
4) Close both hands: the robot angles approximately at 0° between thumbs and fingers.
5) Raise both arms: the robot angles at approximately 90° between forearms and arms.
6) Lower both arms: the robot angles at approximately 180° between forearms and arms.
7) Look up: the robot raise his head upward
8) Look down: the robot lower his head downward
9) Move right arm to left: the robot moves his right arm to the right side of body in full stretch.
10) Move right arm to right: the robot moves his right arm to the left side of body with full stretch.
11) Raise right arm: the robot raise his right arm above the head
12) Lower right arm: the robot lower down his right arm from head to middle of body.

In next sections, we will see what we mean by a formal language, formal grammar and how they help to construct a successful human-robot and inter-robot communication.

5.1.1 Definitions and Chomsky Hierarchy of Formal Languages

There are some definitions which are worth mentioning here for better understanding of the upcoming discussions. These are:

*Derivation*: The process of recursive generation of sequences from a grammar.
*Parsing*: Finding a valid derivation using automaton.
*Parse tree*: The alignment of the grammar to a sequence.

As shown in Figure 13, regular grammars are the most restricted and consequently least inclusive of the possible structures. This means if they are able to perform the sequential classification task they will be the most efficient system as compared to the more complex grammars. That is why we assume that our DGL is regular (i.e. linear) and we will devise a stochastic linear formal grammar to predict the missing dynamic gesture prediction task. Theoretically there is only one drawback that the chosen system may encounter and that is, it would not be as efficient for the more complex sequence.

Figure 33 and Figure 34 compare sentences of a context-sensitive language and a regular language. It should be noted that a context-sensitive language contains every sentence of a regular language (that is produced by a linear formal grammar) but on the contrary a linear formal grammar cannot produce all the sentences that can be produced by a context sensitive grammar. Figure 34 is a result
of a context sensitive grammar that can produce strings such as $a^n b^n c^n$ whereas but a linear grammar cannot.

Figure 33  An example tree diagram of a sentence of a regular language, adopted from [146].

Figure 34  An example tree diagram of a sentence of a context-sensitive language, adopted from [146].
5.1.2 Derivation Grammar: Linear Formal Grammar (LFG)

A chain of command may be invalid not only because one of the elements in the chain is invalid, but also because a command is not in the right place, or in the right context. For example, it is meaningless for robot to be turned on right after it is turned on. Be as it may, two or more consecutive “turn on” commands are invalid. This notion can be fully captured by our formal grammar called G1.

The concepts of formal language and grammar are inseparable. A formal language is a set of sentences that can be generated by a "formal grammar" [145], which is defined as \( G = (V_N, V_T, P, S) \), where \( V_N, V_T, \) and \( P \) are finite sets, non-empty and:

1) \( V_N \cap V_T = 0 \)
2) \( P \subseteq V^+ \times V^* \)
3) \( S \in V_N \)

In the above-mentioned system \( V_N \) denotes the finite set of non-terminal symbols. We can regard them as nodes. \( V_T \) denotes the finite set of terminal symbols that can be regarded as leaves; these are the actual strings or commands. Finally, \( V = V_N \cup V_T \). \( S \) does not denote a sentence of the system; rather, it is the start symbol from where the machine starts the derivation. \( P \) is the finite set of the production rules from which the system generates the sentences. \( V^* \) is the set of all finite sequences that are an element of \( V \), and \( V^+ \) is \( V^* \) minus the null-string represented by \( \lambda \). The above system exclusively generates/accepts the valid concatenation of the strings of a language, which are called the sentences of that language.

Now we can present our linear grammar \( G_1 \):
\[
G_1 = (V_N, V_T, P, S)
\]

Our terminal vocabulary \( V_T \) is comprised of the sequences that our dynamic arm gestures were previously mapped onto:
\[
V_T = \{s, a, b, c, d, e, f, g, h, i, j, k\}
\]
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Production rules</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>S → sA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S → sB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S → sC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S → sD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S → sE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S → sF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S → sG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S → sH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S → sI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S → sJ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S → sK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A → a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A → aB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A → aC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A → aD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A → aE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A → aF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A → aG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A → aH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A → aI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A → aJ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A → aK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B → b</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B → bS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C → c</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C → cA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C → cB</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5  Production rules of our formal language
Our non-terminal vocabulary $V_N$ is as follows:

$$V_N = \{S, A, B, C, D, E, F, G, H, I, J, K\}$$

G1 production rules $P$ are in Table 5.

Our linear grammar $G_1$ distinguishes between invalid sequences of gestures and valid ones; only then our system goes on and corrects the invalid ones. Alternatively put, our system knows what an invalid sequence of gestures is, and then it tries to predict the correct sequence intended by the sender before performing it. This helps to avoid a machine halt. In the theory of formal languages and automata, linear grammar is the most restricted one; type three, as first mentioned by [146]. Hence, they are most efficient in terms of processing and computational cost. They are equivalent to finite state machines. G1 captures linear context surrounding each gesture, or what validly precedes or follows each gesture.

**Tree Structures of Sequences of Gestures of G1**

In this section we present instances of a few sentences (i.e. sequence of dynamic gestures) derived by G1. G1 is a right linear grammar that is the strings it creates starts from the left side and stretches all the way to the right. Such may be observed in all the tree diagrams sketched in this section as the trees start from the top-left corner and expand to the right (more specifically bottom-right corner). Figure 35 depicts a derivation tree of a long sequence of dynamic gestures of our dataset (to be discussed in the next section). The sequence of gestures is parsed according to the rules of G1 as shown previously in Table 5. Figure 36 shows a medium size sequence of gestures derivation tree in our dataset and Figure 37 displays the derivation pertinent to a short sequence of gestures in the dataset. All these sequences are valid and consequently have been parsed by G1. But what if we have an invalid sequence of gestures outside of our data set? Let’s have an invalid sequence of gestures from outside the dataset: seabcdaa. Consider deriving the last chunk of this sequence that is “daa”. Now if we parse from left to right there are rules in G1 to parse “da” namely $D \rightarrow dA$ and $A \rightarrow a$ operating successively,
however there is no combination of rules that can parse “aa”. It is because the sequence “aa” is not allowed by the rules of grammar. Pragmatically “aa” leads to the commands “Open both hands” and then right away another “Open both hands”. This chain of commands is not physically possible and is prohibited by the grammar (i.e. G1). As a result Figure 38 shows the parse of the sequence of gestures up to the point that it is valid. The parse stops when the sequence becomes invalid by violating G1 rules.

![Diagram](image)

**Figure 35** An instance of a long sequence of gestures derived graphically by G1: as may be observed G1 leads to a binary tree structure.
Figure 36  An instance of a medium-length sequence of gestures derived graphically by $G1$

Figure 37  An instance of a short sequence of gestures derived graphically by $G1$
Figure 38  An instance of a sequence of gestures derived graphically by G1 in an intentional effort to violate G1. The last symbol (i.e. a) of the sequence seabcdaa is invalid and will stop the derivation.

We developed software named Grammar Interface (GI) to create a language database to train the SLFG module. GI guarantees that only valid sequences of gestures find their way into the training set. Figure 39 displays GI’s interface when it rejects to accept a gesture into its dialogue box. It rejects the gesture since the resulting input of gesture sequence is not allowed by the rules of G1. Using Table 4, we can translate the sequence of gestures into the formal language. The input gestures shown under the gesture display box in Figure 39 are: Wake-up raise-both-arms open-both-hands close-both-hands open-both-hands. And when the next gesture is introduced as open-both-hands the rejection message will pop up. The reason is that the sequence s d a c a a cannot be derive by the rules of G1 (previously shown in Table 5), and therefore is not a valid sequence of the dynamic gesture language.
With GI we created two datasets for our experiments. The first dataset is made of 100 sequences of gestures of our formal language, with an average length of 10 gestures. The longest sequence of gestures in the dataset is comprised of 28 gestures, and the shortest is two gestures long. We created a second dataset by adding another 100 sequences of gestures. The average sequence of gestures length parameter was kept constant across the two datasets.

Following is the subset of our training dataset of 200 sequences of gestures. It comprises of 10 sequences made by GI interface by following production rules. All these are valid sequences. Complete training dataset is present at end in Appendix B. It is worth mentioning that command in the following dataset is with respect to the mapping of symbols and commands shown in Table 4.

```
Wake_up raise_both_arms lower_both_arms raise_both_arms bye
Wake_up open_both_hands close_both_hands open_both_hands
close_both_hands bye
Wake_up look_up look_down bye
```
5.1.3 Parsing Grammar: Stochastic Grammar to Predict Non-Recognized Dynamic Gestures

We define our Stochastic Linear Formal Grammar (SLFG) as a 4 tuple \((V_N, V_T, P, S)\) where \(V_N, V_T,\) and \(P\) are finite sets, non-empty [145]. Let \(V_T \cup V_N = V\), then:

1. \(V_T\) is our terminal vocabulary
2. \(V_N\) is our non-terminal vocabulary
3. \(P\) comprises ordered groups of size three, that is \((A_i, \beta_j, p_{ij})\) where \(A_i \in V_N\) and \(\beta_j \in V^+\), and \(p_{ij}\) is a normalized real number showing the probability of \(A_i\) rewriting as \(\beta_j\). Formally:
   i. \(p_{ij} = p(A_i \rightarrow \beta_j)\)

We use SLFG to classify noisy input which cannot be classified by the IP module. The idea is to discover the patterns in which the commands occur in and use that knowledge to predict noisy input. Let us define “history” as the length of the string of commands that we take into account when trying to discover these patterns. By this definition, simple stochastic formal grammars use limited history. To elaborate take a look at items in 4 below:

4. Here are instantiations of (i) above:
   a. \(p_1 = p(A \rightarrow aB) = 0.2\)
   b. \(p_2 = p(A \rightarrow aC) = 0.3\)
   c. \(p_3 = p(A \rightarrow aD) = 0.1\)
   d. \(p_4 = p(A \rightarrow aE) = 0.15\)
Based on the information provided by items in (4) above \( p_2 \) is our best prediction. That is if we constantly keep using this rule whenever \( A \) is confronted we will classify correctly 30% of the time. But if we widen our scope we may notice that whenever the rule \( S \rightarrow sA \) occurs we have the below probabilities:

5. Instantiations of (i) knowing that \( S \rightarrow sA \) immediately precedes.
   a. \( p_1 = p(A \rightarrow aB \mid S \rightarrow sA) = 0 \)
   b. \( p_2 = p(A \rightarrow aC \mid S \rightarrow sA) = 0.02 \)
   c. \( p_3 = p(A \rightarrow aD \mid S \rightarrow sA) = 0 \)
   d. \( p_4 = p(A \rightarrow aE \mid S \rightarrow sA) = 0.9 \)
   e. \( p_5 = p(A \rightarrow aD \mid S \rightarrow sA) = 0.08 \)

Then \( p_4 \) (and not \( p_2 \)) suddenly has by far the highest probability considering the extra information accounted for by use of a greater history. Rules in 4 have a history of size 1, it means the only information we have is the non-terminal \( A \) when predicting the next symbol. Below (6) is used to train an SLFG with history of size 1:

\[
6. p(C \rightarrow cD) = \frac{N(C \rightarrow cD)}{N(C)}
\]

In the equation above \( p(C \rightarrow cD) \) is the probability of the non-terminal \( C \) to rewrite as \( cD \), in other words it is the probability of the rule \( C \rightarrow cD \). In addition, \( N(C \rightarrow cD) \) is the number of times the rule \( C \rightarrow cD \) is occurred in our training set (i.e. the dataset). \( N(C) \) is the number of times the term \( C \) has occurred in our training data, rewriting as anything (either \( cD \) or any other sequence). However we would like use a more accurate model that uses more information to be used in classification, like (5) above that uses a history of size 2 (it has information that non-terminals \( S \) and \( A \) precede immediately). If we let \( \Phi \) be any rule of form \( A_i \rightarrow \beta_j \), from (5) and (6) we can derive (7):

\[
7. p(C \rightarrow cD \mid \Phi) = \frac{N(C \rightarrow cD \mid \Phi)}{N(C \mid \Phi)}
\]
p(C → cD | Φ) is the probability of C rewriting as cD, given that Φ precedes immediately. N(C → cD | Φ) is the count of C → cD following immediately the occurrence of Φ. And finally N(C | Φ) is the number of times C follows Φ immediately. We use equation 7 that we just derived to train our SLFG with history of size 2.

For each of the two datasets our SLFG computes the likelihood of a sequence amongst all of the possible sequences (i.e. patterns) pertaining to a missing/invalid/unrecognized gesture.

5.2. Results

We used ten-fold cross validation (Ten-fold CV) to test the performance of the SLFG module.

**Ten-fold Cross Validation**

In the ten-fold CV method the data which consists of 100 sequences of dynamic gestures was divided into ten equal and non-overlapping folds. One of the folds is held out each time and the other nine folds are used to train the SLFG. Then the unseen held-out fold is used to test the system. This process is repeated for every fold (i.e. ten times). The fold boundary parameters were set by the number of sequences. That is, for each training and testing pair, the data set was split into 90 sequences of dynamic gestures for training and 10 remaining separate sequences for testing. Figure 40 presents the results of the tenfold CV with 100 sentences (i.e. sequences of dynamic gestures) dataset.


Figure 40  Tenfold CV graph with 100 sentences dataset

Table 6 below shows the results for each iteration of the 10-fold cross validation, as well as the aggregate accuracy of the 10-fold cross validation iterations with 100 sentences of dataset.

Table 6  Results of the Tenfold CV with 100 sentences dataset

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Iteration</th>
<th>Accuracy</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.710</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.722</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.391</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.542</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.590</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>0.722</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>0.253</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>0.588</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>0.718</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>0.786</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aggregate CV Accuracy</td>
<td>0.602</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
We repeated above mentioned tenfold cross validation test with another dataset. In this setup, dataset consists of 200 sentences (i.e. sequences of dynamic gestures) was divided into ten equal and non-overlapping folds. One of the folds is held out each time and the other nine folds are used to train the SLFG. Then the unseen held-out fold is used to test the system. This process is repeated for every fold (i.e. ten times). The fold boundary parameters were set by the number of sentences. That is, for each training and testing pair, the data set was split into 180 sentences (i.e. sequences of gestures) for training and 20 remaining separate sequences for testing. Figure 41 presents the results of the tenfold CV with 200 sentences dataset.

**Figure 41** Tenfold CV graph with 200 sentences dataset
Table 7 below shows the results for each iteration of the 10-fold cross validation, as well as the aggregate accuracy of the 10-fold cross validation iterations with 200 sentences (i.e. sequences of dynamic gestures) dataset.

**Table 7**  Results of the Tenfold CV with 200 sentences dataset

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Iteration</th>
<th>Accuracy</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.696</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.563</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.667</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.389</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.667</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>0.717</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>0.563</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>0.674</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>0.570</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>0.626</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Aggregate CV Accuracy</strong></td>
<td><strong>0.613</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The tables above show our stochastic linear formal grammar is a quick learner. With only 100 command sequences it reaches a stable high performance, such that even when the dataset is doubled it shows minimal improvement.

It is important to note that without a stochastic linear formal grammar to capture the syntactic patterns of the data, the performance in the table above would drop to 0.08, which is equal to pure chance; since there are 12 dynamic gestures and the chance of predicting the correct one with no syntactic information is 1/12. Therefore the SLFG is performing 0.52 above the baseline, in other words 7.5 times higher in performance than the baseline.
5.3. Comparison with Other Approaches

We compare the results of our experiments with comparable previous works. Shiravandi et al. in [147], used a dynamic Bayesian network method for dynamic hand gesture recognition. They considered 12 gestures for recognition. They achieved an average accuracy of 90%.

Wenjun et al. in [148] proposed an approach based on motion trajectories of hands and hand shapes of the key frames. The hand gesture of the key frame is considered as a static hand gesture. The feature of hand shape is represented with Fourier descriptor and is recognized by the neural network. The combined method of the motion trajectories and key frame is presented to recognize the dynamic hand gesture from unaided video sequences. They consider four dynamic hand gestures for experiment. Their average recognition accuracy is 96%.

Bao et al. in [149] did dynamic hand gesture recognition based on Speeded Up Robust Features (SURF) tracking. The main characteristic is that the dominant movement direction of matched SURF points in adjacent frames is used to help describing a hand trajectory without detecting and segmenting the hand region. They consider 26 alphabetical hand gestures and their average recognition accuracy rate achieved was 84.6%.

Yang et al. in [150], proposed the hidden markov model (HMM) for hand gesture recognition. They consider 18 gestures for recognition. Their recognition rate is 96.67%.

In [151], Pisharady et al. used dynamic time wrapping (DTW) and multi-class probability estimates to detect and recognize hand gestures. They used Kinect to get skeletal data. They claimed 96.85% recognition accuracy with 12 gestures. The above mentioned results and our result comparison are given in Table 8. As shown in the table, our experiment achieved the highest accuracy although we had the highest number of aggregate cases, parameters, and scenarios.

Compared to the previous works our work tackles the most complex task as shown by Table 8. As can be observed our task conditions vary among 24 different scenarios whereas the closest previous work tackles only 2. Despite the higher complexity of the task at arm our IP module alone reaches the performance of
97.22% which by itself outperforms the previous systems. In addition the complete DGLR system, by virtue of the use of the LRS module further improves the overall performance to 98.92% for humans and 97.42 for androids. (See Table 8).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Approaches</th>
<th>Frame resolution</th>
<th>Light</th>
<th>Background</th>
<th>Aggregation of the number of cases</th>
<th>Number of parameters per gesture</th>
<th>Number of scenarios per gesture</th>
<th>Number of parameters per gesture</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Dynamic Bayesian Network[147]</td>
<td>24fps 320x240</td>
<td>No change</td>
<td>White</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Motion Trajectories and Key Frames[148]</td>
<td>8-16fps 176x144</td>
<td>No change</td>
<td>Black</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SURF Tracking[149]</td>
<td>20fps 640x480</td>
<td>No change</td>
<td>Less clutter</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hidden Markov Model[150]</td>
<td>20fps 640x480</td>
<td>No change</td>
<td>Black</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>96.67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DTW and Multi Probability[151]</td>
<td>Not mention</td>
<td>Not mention</td>
<td>Clutter</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>96.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Our Approach for human (with grammar)</td>
<td>30fps 160x120</td>
<td>Good light</td>
<td>Good light</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>288</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Our Approach for Android (with grammar)</td>
<td>30fps 160x120</td>
<td>Bad light</td>
<td>Bad light</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>288</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 8 Comparison of our experiment with previous approaches.
5.4. Conclusions

The DGLR using formal grammars presented in this chapter uses a novel method to analyze the sentences (i.e., sequences of gestures) of the dynamic gesture language based on dynamic arm gestures. The LFG module checks if the commands are valid by devising a linear formal grammar. The reason for selecting a linear grammar as our syntactic pattern classifier, as opposed to more complex grammars, was stated. SLFG can operate on top of any pattern classification system, by taking the classification results as input and using a stochastic linear formal grammar to perform classification, where the previous system failed to do so. Therefore the SLFG module can be mounted on any dynamic arm gesture recognition system for any inherently sequential task including any type sign language recognition.

The SLFG module seals 61% prediction rate of non-recognized gestures for both human and android subjects. This prediction rate increase overall recognition rate of gestures performed by human as subject to 98.92% and for humanoid robot to 97.42%.
Chapter 6. Conclusions and Future Research

6.1. Conclusions

Dynamic arm gesturing represents a versatile non-verbal intuitive communication modality between humans as well as between humans and androids. As it can provide a worthy addition to the already accepted static hand signs (e.g. ASL JSL) it has recently started to attract the attention of researchers looking to expand the range of the human-centric communication modalities in a variety of emergent fields of activity where humans and intelligent androids are working together, such as manufacturing, industrial maintenance operations, disaster-management interventions, healthcare, eldercare, smart homes, etc.

The thesis presents a novel Dynamic Gesture Language Recognition (DGLR) system that we developed to support a Dynamic Gesture Language (DGL) prototype that we propose as an intuitive way of non-verbal and non-contact communication between humans and androids.

A consistent testing procedure was developed to measure the gesture recognition accuracy for each of the DGL gestures made by a human or by an android under different environmental conditions. In order to do this we developed an experimental setup consisting of a human-sized android able to execute in real time all the DGL dynamic arm gestures in similar way as humans do.

DGLR has a modular architecture consisting of an Image Processing (IP) module and a Linguistic Recognition System (LRS) module. This modularity allows to independently upgrade the modules so changes in one doesn't affect the other.

The IP module, which is based on a multi-scale local part model and on a bag-of-features and support vector machine classification, works well under a variety of lighting conditions and different transformations, occlusions and cluttered backgrounds. Experimental results have shown that the IP module has a
97.22% recognition rate in the case of human subjects and 93.40% recognition rate for android subjects.

The linguistic recognition system (LRS) module uses a novel formal grammar approach to accept DGL-wise valid sequences of gestures and reject invalid ones. LRS consists of two subsystems: one uses a Linear Formal Grammar (LFG) to derive the valid sequence of arm gestures and the other is using a Stochastic Linear Formal Grammar (SLFG) to predict occasional unrecognizable gestures. Experimental results have shown that the DGLR system had a slightly better overall performance in the case of human subjects (98.92% recognition rate) than for androids (97.42% recognition rate).

6.2. Future Work

The research will be expanded by a team of student who are developing a new experimental set up using a second-generation life-size android InMoov [133].

Further research will also be needed in order to integrate the speech recognition and the dynamic gesture recognition so they complement each other in a single complex recognition task. For instance if some command is unrecognizable to the android in one modality it can be disambiguated using the other modality. It will also provide for a more complex human like way of communication between robots and humans.
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Appendix A: UML Sequence Diagrams for Dynamic Gestures

Figure 42 UML sequence diagram for “down” gesture
**Figure 43** UML sequence diagram for “come” gesture

**Figure 44** UML sequence diagram for “go” gesture
Figure 45  UML sequence diagram for “circular” gesture
**Figure 46** UML sequence diagram for “wait” gesture
Figure 47  UML sequence diagram for “rotate” gesture
Figure 48  UML sequence diagram for “bye” gesture
Figure 49  UML sequence diagram for “triangle” gesture
Figure 50  UML sequence diagram for “rectangle” gesture
Appendix B: Training Dataset for SLFG Module

This is the corpus of the language created by grammar interface. We used this dataset to train our SLFG module.

Wake_up raise_both_arms lower_both_arms raise_both_arms bye
Wake_up open_both_hands close_both_hands open_both_hands close_both_hands bye
Wake_up look_up look_down bye
Wake_up move_right_arm_toward_left move_right_arm_toward_right bye
Wake_up raise_right_arm lower_right_arm bye
Wake_up raise_both_arms lower_both_arms open_both_hands bye
Wake_up look_up look_down open_both_hands close_both_hands raise_both_arms lower_both_arms bye
Wake_up move_right_arm_toward_left raise_right_arm bye
Wake_up move_right_arm_toward_left open_both_hands raise_right_arm bye
Wake_up raise_both_arms open_both_hands move_right_arm_toward_left bye
Wake_up raise_right_arm lower_right_arm bye
Wake_up raise_both_arms lower_both_arms raise_right_arm raise_both_arms bye
Wake_up open_both_hands close_both_hands open_both_hands close_both_hands bye
Wake_up look_up look_down bye
Wake_up move_right_arm_toward_left move_right_arm_toward_right bye
Wake_up raise_right_arm lower_right_arm bye
Wake_up raise_both_arms lower_both_arms open_both_hands bye
Wake_up look_up look_down open_both_hands close_both_hands raise_both_arms lower_both_arms bye
Wake_up move_right_arm_toward_left raise_right_arm bye
Wake_up look_up move_right_arm_toward_left move_right_arm_toward_right open_both_hands close_both_hands bye
Wake_up raise_both_arms bye
Wake_up move_right_arm_toward_left open_both_hands raise_right_arm raise_both_arms bye
Wake_up move_right_arm_toward_left look_up raise_both_arms open_both_hands bye
Wake_up raise_both_arms open_both_hands move_right_arm_toward_left bye
Wake_up raise_both_arms lower_right_arm lower_both_arms bye
Wake_up raise_both_arms lower_both_arms raise_right_arm raise_both_arms bye
Wake up raise both arms open both hands lower right arm lower both arms close both hands bye
Wake up raise both arms open both hands lower right arm lower both arms close both hands bye
Wake up look up look down move right arm toward left raise right arm lower both arms bye
Wake up look up raise right arm open both hands look down move right arm toward left lower right arm bye
Wake up open both hands raise right arm move right arm toward left look up close both hands lower both arms bye
Wake up look up look down bye
Wake up raise right arm move right arm toward left look up open both hands bye
Wake up look up move right arm toward left move right arm toward right raise right arm lower right arm bye
Wake up raise both arms lower right arm lower both arms raise right arm bye
Wake up open both hands raise right arm close both hands lower right arm bye
Wake up look up raise right arm look down lower right arm bye
Wake up move right arm toward left raise right arm move right arm toward right look up bye
Wake up open both hands raise both arms close both hands lower both arms bye
Wake up open both hands raise right arm lower both arms move right arm toward left bye
Wake up raise both arms lower both arms raise both arms bye
Wake up open both hands close both hands open both hands close both hands bye
Wake up look up look down bye
Wake up move right arm toward left move right arm toward right bye
Wake up raise right arm lower right arm bye
Wake up raise both arms lower both arms open both hands bye
Wake up look up look down open both hands close both hands raise both arms lower both arms bye
Wake up move right arm toward left raise right arm bye
Wake up move right arm toward left open both hands raise right arm raise both arms bye
Wake up move right arm toward left look up raise both arms open both hands bye
Wake up raise both arms open both hands move right arm toward left bye
Wake up raise both arms lower both arms raise both arms bye
Wake up open both hands close both hands open both hands close both hands bye
Wake up look up look down bye
Wake up move right arm toward left move right arm toward right bye
Wake up raise right arm lower right arm bye
Wake up raise both arms lower both arms open both hands bye
Wake_up look_up look_down open_both_hands close_both_hands
raise_both_arms lower_both_arms bye
Wake_up move_right_arm_toward_left raise_right_arm bye
Wake_up look_up move_right_arm_toward_left
move_right_arm_toward_right open_both_hands close_both_hands
bye
Wake_up raise_both_arms bye
Wake_up raise_both_arms open_both_hands look_up
move_right_arm_toward_left move_right_arm_toward_right
look_down lower_both_arms raise_right_arm raise_both_arms
lower_both_arms raise_right_arm raise_both_arms
lower_right_arm close_both_hands raise_both_arms look_up
open_both_hands lower_both_arms raise_right_arm
lower_both_arms raise_both_arms lower_right_arm
close_both_hands look_down open_both_hands close_both_hands
bye
Wake_up move_right_arm_toward_left open_both_hands
raise_right_arm raise_both_arms bye
Wake_up raise_right_arm lower_right_arm look_up
open_both_hands move_right_arm_toward_left
move_right_arm_toward_right raise_both_arms lower_both_arms
raise_both_arms lower_right_arm look_down
move_right_arm_toward_left close_both_hands lower_both_arms
move_right_arm_toward_right look_up look_down raise_both_arms
lower_right_arm open_both_hands move_right_arm_toward_left
move_right_arm_toward_right look_up close_both_hands
raise_right_arm look_down move_right_arm_toward_left look_up
open_both_hands lower_both_arms bye
Wake_up move_right_arm_toward_left look_up raise_both_arms
open_both_hands bye
Wake_up raise_both_arms open_both_hands
move_right_arm_toward_left bye
Wake_up raise_both_arms lower_right_arm lower_both_arms bye
Wake_up raise_both_arms lower_both_arms raise_right_arm
raise_both_arms bye
Wake_up raise_both_arms open_both_hands lower_right_arm
lower_both_arms close_both_hands bye
Wake_up raise_both_arms open_both_hands lower_right_arm
lower_both_arms close_both_hands bye
Wake_up look_up look_down move_right_arm_toward_left
raise_right_arm lower_both_arms bye
Wake_up look_up raise_right_arm open_both_hands look_down
move_right_arm_toward_left lower_right_arm bye
Wake_up open_both_hands raise_right_arm
move_right_arm_toward_left look_up close_both_hands
lower_both_arms bye
Wake_up look_up look_down bye
Wake_up raise_right_arm move_right_arm_toward_left look_up
open_both_hands bye
Wake_up look_up move_right_arm_toward_left
move_right_arm_toward_right raise_right_arm lower_right_arm
bye
Wake_up raise_both_arms lower_right_arm lower_both_arms
raise_right_arm bye
Wake up open both hands raise right arm close both hands
lower right arm bye
Wake up look up raise right arm look down lower right arm bye
Wake up move right arm toward left raise right arm
move right arm toward right look up bye
Wake up open both hands raise both arms close both hands
lower both arms bye
Wake up open both hands raise right arm lower both arms
move right arm toward left bye
Wake up raise both arms lower both arms raise both arms bye
Wake up open both hands close both hands open both hands
close both hands bye
Wake up look up look down bye
Wake up move right arm toward left move right arm toward right
bye
Wake up raise right arm lower right arm bye
Wake up raise both arms lower both arms open both hands bye
Wake up look up look down open both hands close both hands
raise both arms lower both arms bye
Wake up move right arm toward left raise right arm bye
Wake up look up move right arm toward left
move right arm toward right open both hands close both hands
bye
Wake up raise both arms lower both arms raise both arms bye
Wake up open both hands close both hands open both hands
close both hands bye
Wake up look up look down bye
Wake up raise both arms lower both arms raise both arms bye
Wake up open both hands close both hands open both hands
close both hands bye
Wake up look up look down bye
Wake up raise both arms lower both arms raise both arms bye
Wake up open both hands close both hands open both hands
close both hands bye
Wake up look up look down bye
Wake up move right arm toward left move right arm toward right
bye
Wake up raise right arm lower right arm bye
Wake up raise both arms lower both arms open both hands bye
Wake up look up look down open both hands close both hands
raise both arms lower both arms bye
Wake up move right arm toward left raise right arm bye
Wake up move right arm toward left open both hands
raise right arm raise both arms bye
Wake up raise both arms open both hands
move right arm toward left bye
Wake up raise both arms lower both arms raise both arms bye
Wake up open both hands close both hands open both hands
close both hands bye
Wake up look up look down bye
Wake up move right arm toward left move right arm toward right bye
Wake up raise right arm lower right arm bye
Wake up raise both arms lower both arms open both hands bye
Wake up look up look down open both hands close both hands raise both arms lower both arms bye
Wake up move right arm toward left raise right arm bye
Wake up look up move right arm toward left move right arm toward right open both hands close both hands bye
Wake up raise both arms bye
Wake up move right arm toward left open both hands raise right arm bye
Wake up move right arm toward left look up raise both arms open both hands bye
Wake up raise both arms open both hands move right arm toward left bye
Wake up raise both arms lower right arm lower both arms bye
Wake up raise both arms lower both arms raise right arm raise both arms bye
Wake up raise both arms open both hands lower right arm lower both arms close both hands bye
Wake up raise both arms open both hands lower right arm lower both arms
Wake up raise both arms close both hands bye
Wake up raise both arms open both hands lower right arm lower both arms
Wake up look up look down move right arm toward left raise right arm lower both arms bye
Wake up look up raise right arm open both hands look down move right arm toward left lower right arm bye
Wake up open both hands raise right arm move right arm toward left look up close both hands lower both arms bye
Wake up look up look down bye
Wake up raise right arm move right arm toward left look up open both hands bye
Wake up look up move right arm toward left move right arm toward right raise right arm lower right arm bye
Wake up raise both arms lower right arm lower both arms raise right arm bye
Wake up open both hands raise right arm close both hands lower right arm bye
Wake up look up raise right arm look down lower right arm bye
Wake up move right arm toward left raise right arm move right arm toward right look up bye
Wake up open both hands raise both arms close both hands lower both arms bye
Wake up open both hands raise right arm lower both arms move right arm toward left bye
Wake up raise both arms lower both arms raise both arms bye
Wake up open both hands close both hands open both hands close both hands bye
Wake up look up look down bye
Wake up move_right_arm_toward_left move_right_arm_toward_right bye
Wake up raise_right_arm lower_right_arm bye
Wake up raise_both_arms lower_both_arms open_both_hands bye
Wake up look_up look_down open_both_hands close_both_hands raise_both_arms lower_both_arms bye
Wake up move_right_arm_toward_left raise_right_arm bye
Wake up move_right_arm_toward_left open_both_hands raise_right_arm raise_both_arms bye
Wake up move_right_arm_toward_left look_up raise_both_arms open_both_hands bye
Wake up raise_both_arms open_both_hands bye
move_right_arm_toward_left bye
Wake up raise_both_arms lower_both_arms raise_both_arms bye
Wake up open_both_hands close_both_hands open_both_hands close_both_hands bye
Wake up look_up look_down bye
Wake up move_right_arm_toward_left move_right_arm_toward_right bye
Wake up raise_right_arm lower_right_arm bye
Wake up raise_both_arms lower_both_arms open_both_hands bye
Wake up look_up look_down open_both_hands close_both_hands raise_both_arms lower_both_arms bye
Wake up move_right_arm_toward_left raise_right_arm bye
Wake up move_right_arm_toward_left open_both_hands raise_right_arm raise_both_arms bye
Wake up open_both_hands close_both_hands open_both_hands close_both_hands bye
Wake up look_up look_down bye
Wake up move_right_arm_toward_left move_right_arm_toward_right bye
Wake_up raise_right_arm lower_right_arm bye
Wake_up raise_both_arms lower_both_arms open_both_hands bye
Wake_up look_up look_down open_both_hands close_both_hands raise_both_arms lower_both_arms bye
Wake_up move_right_arm_toward_left raise_right_arm bye
Wake_up move_right_arm_toward_left move_right_arm_toward_right open_both_hands close_both_hands bye
Wake_up raise_both_arms open_both_hands move_right_arm_toward_left bye
Wake_up raise_both_arms lower_right_arm lower_both_arms bye
Wake_up raise_both_arms lower_both_arms raise_right_arm raise_both_arms bye
Wake_up raise_both_arms open_both_hands lower_right_arm lower_both_arms close_both_hands bye
Wake up raise both arms open both hands lower right arm
lower both arms close both hands bye
Wake up look up look down move right arm toward left
raise right arm lower both arms bye
Wake up look up raise right arm open both hands look down
move right arm toward left lower right arm bye
Wake up open both hands raise right arm
move right arm toward left look up close both hands
lower both arms bye
Wake up look up look down bye
Wake up raise right arm move right arm toward left look up
open both hands bye
Wake up look up move right arm toward left
move right arm toward right raise right arm lower right arm
bye
Wake up raise both arms lower right arm lower both arms
raise right arm bye
Wake up open both hands raise right arm close both hands
lower right arm bye
Wake up look up raise right arm look down lower right arm bye
Wake up move right arm toward left raise right arm
move right arm toward right look up bye
Wake up open both hands raise both arms close both hands
lower both arms bye
Wake up open both hands raise right arm lower both arms
move right arm toward left bye
Wake up raise both arms lower both arms raise both arms bye
Wake up open both hands close both hands open both hands
close both hands bye
Wake up look up look down bye
Wake up move right arm toward left move right arm toward right
bye
Wake up raise right arm lower right arm bye
Wake up raise both arms lower both arms open both hands bye
Wake up look up look down open both hands close both hands
raise both arms lower both arms bye
Wake up move right arm toward left raise right arm bye
Wake up move right arm toward left open both hands
raise right arm raise both arms bye
Wake up move right arm toward left look up raise both arms
open both hands bye
Wake up raise both arms open both hands
move right arm toward left bye